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McDougall amazed
Rockland Banker, Back From
Oklahoma, Highly Enthusi
astic Over Barnsdall Oil In
terests.
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Turf Fan Visits Windsor House Stables and Kennels
and Serves Up a Story About the Fast Ones.

Blankets
We have just received 50 pairs of these beautiful,
soft, thick, double, extra large Blankets. They are
slightly imperfect. The regular value is about $10.00.
For Friday and Saturday of this week w? offer them
for

$4.98 THE PAIR
(Come early, for the last case we advertised we sold
z
in four hours)

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
263 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE

No More Drudgery
Save Your Money
TRY OUR SEMI-FINISHED FAMILY WASH
Do away with wash day at home! The heavy lifting, the steamy
fretting, the nuisance of watching over a washwoman are relics of
bye-gone days.
Just bundle up everything that needs washing and phone 170. Then
your job is done.
Leave the rest to us. We'll wash your things in the purest, mildest
suds. We’ll rinse them again and again in the cleanest of rainsoft
water, and we'll iron all the large heavy pieces.
Your bed and table linen will have a snowy lustre, the towels and
napkins will be folded just right. You'll be so proud of your best table
cloth.
Your underwear, stockings, aprons, pajamas, and all the body clothes
will be gently fluffed ir. a current of warm, fresh air, thoroughly dried,
and may be used without ironing.
The dread of wash day is gone. Only a few of the intimate, per
sonal things,—pieces you rather love to fuss with—will remain for you
to iron.
Flat work ready to use, personal clothes washed and dried.
SEND A TRIAL BUNDLE TODAY

Christmas Photos

PEOPLES LAUNDRY
17 LIMEROCK STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
JUST PHONE 170 AND OUR DRIVER WILL CALL
ALL KIND$ OF LAUNDRY WORK

TYLER’S
STUDIO

HARD FINISH
THE WALLS
of your house with plaster from
here. It is as fine as sifted flour,
entirely free from grit or any
foreign substance. It is a great
water absorber, mixes freely and
sets quicker with a surface smooth
as glass. We also sell plaster board,
the modern wall finish. What can
we furnish you?

W. H. GLOVER CO.

N this age when science has made light,
power and water everywhere available,
when machinery has lessened labor and
anaesthetics have dulled the edge of pain, the
funeral director has utilized science to lighten
the burden of the sorrowing.

I

,

With the aid of science he is able to protect
the family and the community from the danger
of contagion, to make transportation safe, and
to remove the traces of illness and unnatural
ness which used to accentuate the grief caused
by death.

With the help of professionally trained assist
ants, modern equipment, motorized convey
ances, and often a fine funeral home or chapel,
he is able to relieve the family of all details,
and perform a service that brings comfort in
the darkest hour and affords the consoling
consciousness that the last tribute has
been fitting and beautiful.
Reproduced by permission of The Cincinnati Coffin Com
pany from a copyrighted advertisement which appeared»'»
The Saturday Evening Post of Nov. 19,1921.

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
UNDERTAKERS SINCE 1849.
Cnek border with letter Omega, Message No. three

Rockland, Me.
©C.C. Co. Sept. 1021

winter the fancy horse clothing, em
broidered blankets and his elegant
harness. Just now all jogging is being
done to Houghton and Faber carts.
There is something about machinery
that the American people like to see It
In motion. Also, the American people
like to see a horse “go.” The better he
Is cared for, the more majestic his
pose, the more gently and skillfully he
is handled, the faster he goes the better
the public enjoy the horse.
The Windsor House Stables and
Kennels caters to those who have a
sentimental fondness for speed.
Its
trademark is: If you want speed go to
Rockland.

(By Dr. G. L. Crockett)
H. N. McDougall, who has been in
Rockland is today the speed center of will start Stetbrino Lad in the Grand
Oklahoma inspecting the oil proper
Maine. There is more developed speed Sweepstakes, open to all horses of
ties of the Barnsdall Corporation, ar owned here than in any city in the Maine. If there is a horse in Maine
that can head the Lad on the ice his
rived
home
Saturday
accom
State.
friends are willing to pay to see him
panied from Boston by members of
Some 10 years ago Fred P. Knight, beaten. The sporting fraternity that
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette waa established In his family, and with enthusiasm no owner and manager of Windsor llote!, successfully backs a horse against The
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established, wise abated.
To say that the Rock went to Hartford, Conn., to buy. a Lad will go home with , a barrel of
WALDOBORO IS EXCITED
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882
money.
The Free Press waa established in 1855, and land iinancier was astonished at the speed horse. He returned home with
The High Born Lady, trotter, (3)
in 1881 changed its name io the Tribune.
activities revealed to him in Tulsa is the bay gelding Mackey Bov 2:13%. 2:1214 is developed as a trotter but Driving Club, Formed in 30 Minutes,
These papers consolidated March 17. 188T.
Buys Speedy Trotter at “Old Glory”
stating it mildly. Reports which had | This purchase was the beginning of really Is a pacing prospect. Her sire is
Sale
*•* ■•*
*•• *•*
-•N,
Mr.
Knight's
career
as
a
speed
mer

the
Northern
Man
,2:0614,
by
Todd
reached
him
in
the
East
were
far
too
•••
chant. From time to time he attend 2:1414, by Bingen 2:06%. Her dam is
—
A good conscience is a continual — conservative, he found.
And now Wald^joro has caught the
ed the big speed auctions in Boston, by Vice Commodore 2:1114, by Bingen
Christmas.
•••
Mr. McDougall was interviewed in New York and other places bidding in 2:06%. Her second dam by Robert fever. It took just 30 minutes to form
«•»
*•*
.g. ^
Tulsa, and the following is from one developed speed and speed prospects. McGregor 2:17%. the monarch of the the new organization, which is known
Among the horses he has handled are home stretch. One of the world's
of that city’s leading newspapers:
as the Waldoboro Driving Club. W.
Leanna 2:14%, Mackey Boy 2:13%, champion trotters, Croesus 2:0214.
TAGGED FOR SUNSHINE
• * • •
Baron King 2:14, Suzzette 2:15, John
The High Bom Lady is a rugged, C. Flint and J. V. Benner were desig
The Barnsdall corporation is enter M. 2:2014, Lady Alta 2:15%. John D. dark hay, brownish mare, standard nated as ambassadors to the “Old
Mrs. Miles and Assistants taining H. N. McDougall of Rockland, 27, Farmer Boy 2:1314, Taunton Maid bred and registered. She is a full sis Glory" sale in New York, and thither
Me. Mr. McDougall, who is a mem
1814, stingy Dick 2:14%, F. B. P. ter to Poorman (2) 2:07%, world’s they went last week with a large wad
Collected $128.85 For Good ber of the firm of Maynard S. Bird & 2114
and Allie Mack 2:09.
champion 2-year pacer, and Richman of kale carefully sewed where crooks
Co., hankers, of Portland and Rock
Last spring Mr. Knight sold his 2:09. This mare was given a three and confidence men could not gain
Cause.
land, Me., is on a tour of inspection of horse shoeing emporium to Henry Bib year trotting record of 2:1214 and then
the Barnsdall properties and is bub ber so he could devote his whole at- bred. Her three foals are by Peter, the access to it.
Bird Branch of the Sunshine Society
The result of their visit to the me
bling over with enthusiasm for the ention/to speed horses.
Great 2:0714. Guy Axworthy 2:08% and tropolis was the purchase of the
netted $128.85 from its tag day, Sat organization and its diversified opera
Mr. Knight’s first trainer was Leslie Dillon Axworthy 2:10%. What if even
chestnut gelding Ralph Downs, a trot
urday, and is highly elated over the tions.
Nash, who had won fame and money one of these colts should make good?
"I can go home and tell the Maine with Haroldson 2:1914. Then he en Why the owner of this mare would ter 15.2 hands, standard and registered
loyal efforts of those who served on
holders of Barnsdall stock, and there gaged Herbert Lee Jones, formerly receive a telegram—“Wire price of (62,670). His trial record is 2.24.
the teams, and the generous response
Ralph Downs is out of a half sister
is a very large group of them, that the urf editor of the Trotter and Pacer. The High Horn Lady."
to Maggie. Winder (3) 2.09%, and be
from the public. The proceeds will truth has never been told about the
is said of Mr. Jones that with
While this mare was in breeding her
be used for local charity and to scat Barnsdall company.
Every report, losed eyes he can differentiate the off front foot was allowed to twist. longs to the family of Hazel Kuestner
2.(13%, Sir Alcantara 2.05%, Directone
ter sunshine in the pathway of those newspaper comment, every spoken de lifferent bells of the Grand Circuit. Any horse that toes outward may hit 2.09%. Ralph Downs was sired by
No man, hereabouts, excepting Franz its knees when speeding. Pacers wear
scription
which
I
have
ever
seen
or
who are having an up-hill climb, but
Mr San Francisco 2.07% sire’of 26 in the
?ard of this company, has been far, M. Simmons, has as extensive race short toes, trotters long ones.
prevented by pride from asking the far too conservative. I am the first horse acquaintance as does this friend Jones and Mr. Bibber decided to cor 2.10 class, including Sanardo 1;59%,
city's assistance. The money will also one of the Maine stockholders to go of Tommy Murphy. Not only can he rect this twist by shortening the toe Lu Princeton 2.01, Fresco June 2.01%,
help carry a ray of sunshine to the on a tour of inspection of these won rain a trotter, drive a race but can and changing the foot’s level.
This St. Frisco 2.01%. Chilcoot 2.04%,
sick and infirm, who are not able to derful properties and I am much more ilso teach his pupils stable and car they did, then the hopples were put on Jeanette Rankin 2.03% and Mary Put
enjoy the blessings which health and than pleased at what I have seen.
riage manners.
and the marc asked to pace.
She ney (4) 2.04%, The dam of Ralph
abundance give to others. If Sat
After engaging Mr.
Jones Mr. worked,a mile in Union last fall ill 2:23 Downs is Hilda Dillon (3) with a trial
'“I stopped first at Chicago, where the
urday’s donors could see the smiles Barnsdall company has its sales of Knight’s next step was to find a suit at the pace. Most gratifying of all was record of 2.13. San Francisco was
and tears of gratitude which will fol fices. Here I met George Locke and able set of buildings and a location. the fact that she did not hit her knee. sired by Zombro (28,029) 2.11 sire of
low the acts made possible by their got my first taste of that abounding The splendid stand of buildings once Watch this mare! If she is not sold Auto Zombro 2.02%. Zomrect 2.04%,
generosity it would be worth more to enthusiasm, energy and loyalty which the home of Capt. Otis Ingraham, cor she will be staked, and it is predicted Italia 2.04% and 28 in the 2.10 -lass.
them than the largest amount given. has been the outstanding impression ner of Otis and Suffolk streets, city, that Bean, Simmons, Johnson and San Francisco's dam was Hilda Dillon,
sired hy Sidney Dillon (23,157) fire of
Mrs. Minnie G. Miles, president of I am experiencing on this, my first has been converted to Mr. Knight's Pottle will eat her dust.
Lou Dillon 1.58%, and was oat Of
Bird Branch, who had charge of tag trip into what is to me a wonderland purposes. This establishment is named
The Windsor House Stables and Ken
There Is an inside story that goes Clara Direct.
day thanks all who so kindly contrib
"In Kansas City I visited the dis nels." Large, wide, airy, lighted stalls with Early May 2:19%. Among the
Ralph Downs arrived Saturday hy
uted and to each girl who helped so tributing organization and in the Jop
wonderfully. The teams were made lin district the mining operations of have been built, and in the rear, under track-wise folk she is known as the express and in the opinion of all horse
the apple trees, will be built paddooks. pool l»ox mare."
Her sire is Early lovers is a beauty. The Waldoboro
up thus:
the Barnsdall company. The zinc
One cannot visit the Stables and Reaper 2:06%, a lineal male descend Driving Club has nine members and
No. 1—Harriet Hall, captain; Ver- mines were a wonder to me but the
nia Toothaker, Abbie Hanscom, Jo mining and manufacture into mer Kennels without remembering the gal ant of Nutwood 2:18%. Her dam is horse talk has the right of way when
Clothed in his Penny Girl 2:09% by William Penn any two of them meet.
sephine 1-a Cross and Frances Twee- chandisable products of the tripoli lant Capt. Ingraham.
blue uniform, with large gold buttons, :07. Her second dam was Lionne, by
At the Old Glory sale a year ago
die. This team made the largest col deposits were of intense interest.
wearing an official cap, the Captain Anderson’s Wilkes 2:17%, the sire of J.ndy Toddington was bought, and is
lection, and Miss Toothaker had the
From Tulsa I went over the Barns with his long white beard and com the Iron pacer Single G. 1:59.
now owned hy Dr. Dana B. Mayo of
largest individual receipts.
dall lease at Beggs and here I en
Early May is a fair sized bay marc Waldoboro.
Lady Toddington is a
No. 2—Emma Dorgan, captain; joyed my first experience of letting manding presence seems once more to
Last season at brown filly bred by W. P. Murray of
Frances Harrington, Adelaide Trafton, oil,—black, thick, vHk-ons oil,—trickle stand by the honey-suckle, as he so with black points.
often
stood
on
the
bridge
of
the
Boston
Pittsfield
she
started
'in
a
field
of
10.
Allentown. Penn., in 1916, She was
Eleanor Day, Nellie Snow.
This through my lingers—pumped right out
Alfued Todd 2:15% was barred in the sired hy Toddington (47,630) 2.20, ho
team had the second largest collec- of the ground and on to my hand. I boat.
* * « •
betting./ The horses that won second by Moko, the first dam being Mabel
:ion.
could have played in that oil all day.
It is Mr. Knight’s intention to breed would win the big pool. In a quiet way B., 2.09%, by Gold Bond. Lady Tod
No. 3—Leah Freeman, captain; Ger I shut my eyes and saw great flocks of dogs and deal in speed horses.
Like the backers of Early May got a big
trude Saville, Helen McLoon, Phyllis airplanes, uncounted fleets of motor Mr. Brown of Delevan fame he will bunch of tickets every one of which dington stands 15.2 hands and is a
Brown, Adelaide Cross. This team cars, great armies of internal combus sell by inspection and written descrip they cashed, for May won second clean gaited trotter with perfect man
made a fine showing considering that tion engines driving huge industries, tion. Each horse is described in the money. The racing instinct is so in ners and no faults.
it could give only four hours time.
All tense in this mare that when she is
and then, when I vizualized all these catalogue accurately and fully.
No. 4—Margaret Long, captain; things I thought I had better not waste marks, age, dimensions, soundness, taken back (not allowed to win) she
CAPT FREEMAN NORTON
Mary Allen, Alice Koster, Doris Plum any more of that oil on my hands weight and general conformation are frets and takes hold of the iron. She
mer, Florence Legage. Deserves spe Why, do you know, up in my country faithfully recorded. Breeding certifi has gained in weight some 90 pounds Death of Well Known Mariner Who
Rode Through the Blizzard of 1888
cial praise as it covered the suburban every farmer has a silo and an engine cates are issued, as the horses are since coming home: is now being reg
sections and had large territory to to go with it, a gasoline tractor, an officially registered.
His policy is to ularly jogged. As she is eligible to the
Capt. Freeman French Norton, who
cover.
automobile, of course, and numerous truthfully describe all horses so one :25 classes she is a splendid prospect
No. 5—Mrs. Minnie G. Miles cap smaller motors to run the water sys can purchase by mail if unable to per for the trainer who wants win. Give died in New London, Conn., Nov. 16,
tain; Mrs. Fannie Clements, "Rex” tems, the lighting systems—everything sonally inspect.
this mare her head and the owner will was born in Jonesport, Dec. 30. 1843.
He came of a seafaring race, and be
Clements, Ruth Plummer and Ruth is gasoline driven. When one consid
collect first moneys.
Any one having a speed horse
Koster. Won the booby prize.
1 believe Ada Echo is one of the best gan going to sea at an early age. At
ers that last year 13,000,000 gallons of sale will find Mr. Knight a buyer,
the (Aitbreak of the Civil War he en
gasoline were consumed as against demands one and only thing—the speed prospects in Maine. This bay
6,000,000 in 1917, one appreciates the horse must have speed. Anyone de trotting filly was sired by The North listed in the Second Maine Regiment,
necessity of conserving every gallon of siring to purchase a speed horse or a ernman 2:06%. Her dam Is Ada Mars one of the first to leave for the front.
2:13% by Mars 2:13%. This Ada Mars He served two years.
gasoline and getting the last drop out speed prospect will be cheerfully wel
corned at the Stables and Kennels at is the trotting mare that Thomas
At the close of the war he took up
of every bit of crude oil.”
any hour, Sundays excepted.
Cata Phair raced a few seasons ago. This his residence in Rockland, and sailed
Mr. McDougall is anticipating even logue will be sent on application.
filly has many of her dam's character as master for Israel Snow and Cobb,
greater pleasure than he has yet ex
The Wight & Norton.
Among the eight horses now at the istics. She inherits through
One of the first
perienced when he visits the refinery Stables and Kennels id Stetbrlno Lad Northernman
2:06% speed and
three-masters to be built by the latter
at Big Heart, where he will witness the 2:04%. The fastest record horse in strong trotting Instinct.
firm—the Brigadier—was given to his
process of converting crude oil into Maine is Earl Jr. 2:0114, owned in
Barney Chatham is a black gelding, command. "
the refined products.
Bingen
conformation,
sired
by
The
Farmington. This pacer has been
In 1878 he moved his family to Port
There is one thing I cannot under timed officially twice in 2 minutes or Earl of Chatham. His dam is Dodie
land and sailed from that port in tho
stand,”.said Mr. McDougall, “and that better. When Frank Bogash Jr. made K. 2:13%. He stands a full 15.2 hands,
Jennie llurlburt and the Helen Sands.
is,that all the wonders of Tulsa hav his race record 1:5914 the horse that is a jet beautiful black, has a faint
Capt. Norton was an expert navigutnever
been
published
in
a
book.
Real
drove him out, a very close second white star in forehead. Ills legs and
Twenty different styles of
making trips to South America,
ly I would give a 35 bill this minute was this horse Stetbrino Lad.
feet are perfect.
His coupling is
folders from $3 per dozen for a copy of a good booklet setting The Lad made his record at Syra about the best I ever saw. His natural Africa, Europe and the British Isles.
About 1887 he gave up these long voy
up, and three extra portraits out some of the splendid buildings cuse, N. Y„ and although he has beat gait, with short toes and light shoes, is ages and turned to yachting. His
and the really gorgeous homes of Tul en the above mentioned Bogash pacer pacing. With long toes, a little weight
with every dozen taken be sa. Nobody who has not seen the and has repeatedly been second to and drawing a carriage he will trot. Ilfst command was the yacht Julia,
Inter the Iroquois, owned by T. Jef
town could possibly believe that a city Lcata J. 2:0114 the object of his then He was matineed this season in Mass
fore December 1 st.
ferson Coolidge of Boston. In this
of its size and age could boast of the owners was to win only second money achusetts and made a creditable show
yacht he passed through the blizzard
number of each which I have found The only two horses in Maine that 1 ing. He now is at The Stables and of 1888. Ills good seamanship brought
here. My country for instance, has know have been miles in 2 minutes arc Kennels but has been sold to James
him safely through this great storm,
“IN THE HEART OF THE CITY”
Williams of South Thomaston.
more natural scenery. No tropical Is The Lad and Earl Jr.
When Mr. Jones led out Margie P. I although he rode under bare poles for
Upetairs. Opp. Security Trust Co. land on earth can surpass Maine after
Stetbrino Lad 2:0414 chestnut col
36 hours. In 1890 he took command of
the frost has touched it in the autumn ured pacing stallion standard bred and thought she was by Iowa Todd 2:04.
124Th. tf
the schooner yacht Merlin, owned by
This
mare
is
a
so-called
green
trotter.
registered,
sired
by
Stetbrino,
by
HamHave you seen the splendor of its au
William H. Forbes of Boston and con
She
is
a
dark
hay,
very
rugged,
stands
brino,
the
sire
of
Blbrino
2:07%,
Deltumnal coloring—the scarlet maples,
tinued In this command until failing
the coral shades of its birches, the lav march 2:1114, Hamward 2:11 and a full 15:3 and weighs more than 1000 health caused his retirement In 1912.
All your friends appreciate your—
ender to crimson of the schumachs others. Bertha Best dam of Stetbrino pounds. I did not see her step hut a
He made his home In Clifton, N. J.,
PHOTO
and blending it all into one glorious Lad 2:0414 is out of Vilette, dam of Ve- friend informed me that this mare is a
where his last years were passed in
prospect.
bouquet, the shades of green of the nora 2:1514, and Windsweep, dam of real genuine speed
• • * •
peace and happiness, made possible
conifers and the white boles of the Fred S. Hal 2:1514. The next dam
CHRISTMAS GIFT
Mr. Knight’s latest purchase is a by the loving ministration of hie
Sweepstakes, produced five standard
birches.
I
’
ll
tell
you.
Maine
in
Oc
MAKE APPOINTMENTS EARLY
slick looking, trim, pacing filly, sired daughter Lillian. Capt. Norton was
tober is better than Honolulu in June performers, including Star Pointer hy Bohemia Boy. by Wilkes Boy the twice married. His first wife, Eunice
HAROLD A. STAPLES
"But we haven't got the magnifi 1:5914, the first 2 minute horse. Mc sire of Constantine 2:12. We never E. Gatchell, died in 1889. Later he
cence of buildings you have in Tulsa Ewen 2:17%, the sire of above men read these names without thinking of was married to Mrs. Julia Jennye
34 Hill Street - - Rockland, Me.*
tioned Bertha Best, is the sire of Kudy
134 Tu-Stf
I wish somebody would get it down be Kip 2:0414, Miss Jennings 2:08lf, Jack London 2:07. This filly’s dam is Hall, who died in 1910. Two daugh
tween two covers."
Cadet 2:0914 and the dams of Warner hy Prince March, the sire of Lizzie ters and a son of the first marriage
March 2:03%, world's champion half survive him: Mrs. John Jay Crutten2:0414, Mazette 2:0414 and others.—
The same newspaper adds:
Stetbrino Lad is a chestnut, with sil mile track pacer. This filly has just ar den, Niantic, Conn., Miss Lillian M.“The Barnsdall company is negoti ver mane and tail, and white stock rived from Philadelphia where she was Norton, and Dr. Edward S. Norton of
ating the purchase of a 560-acre tract Ings behind and a splendid white blaze broken and track educated by Jack Brooklyn.
of land in southern Okmulgee and He shows his sex. having a full crest Leary. Her matinee name is Eleanor
northern McIntosh counties. There He would be called a round made horse Wilson. It is too early to say much
are 18 wells on the tract, eight
For three seasons he has not been about the filly, hut Mr. Leary vouches YOUR FAVORITE POEM
which are flowing, and the average raced, but has had a limited stud ser for her and that is good enough for a
OPTOMETRIST
Whatever your occupation may bo and how
daily production is 500 barrels a day vice. Therefore he now carries what horseman.
crowded your hcure with affaire, do not
The. last horse I looked over was ever
A gauge is being taken and if every is so essential for training—the fat
fall to secure at least a few mlnutea every day
thing turns out as now anticipatted girdle. His legs do not show the wear Alvin C. 2:16%. Alvin is of the Nelson for refreshment of your Inner life with a bit
—Charles Illot Norton.
Oldest Qraduate in
the deal will be consummated at once and tear of campaigning. His feet are 2:09 family. He stands fully 16 hands, of poetry.
weighs 1000, Is up headed and clear
"All the wells are producing from the perfect.
BY
THE
SEA
• ♦ • •
eyed. This horse is what is called a
Rockland
Field sand at a depth of about 1,900 feet
Upon the lonely shore I lie;
“
fun
horse"
goes
to
his
speed
quickly,
and several tests are being made in
Most people think a race horse
The wind is faint, the tide is low.
106 tf
Someway there seems a human sigh
the Wilcox sand. There are 35 proven should be thin and sharp. This horse wears no rigging and can pace as fast
as
a
man
wants
to
ride
on
the
road
In the great waves that Inward flow,—
locations on the property, which be has a full, deep breast that gives him
Mr. Knight has packed away for the
longs to the Nicholson Oil corporation large lung aJr volume. The angle of
As if all love, and loss, and pain,
That ever swept their shining track,
The Sinclair Crude Oil Purchasing his arms is very acate, his first pha
Had met within the eaverned main,
'
company is paying a premium for the lanx is short, his back and hips are so
And, rising, moanlngly come back.
I
ORDER YOUR—
production of the Nicholson produc united that one cannot tell where
Upon the lonely shore I lie,
either ends. The distance between his
tion.
And gaze along Its level sands.
ENGRAVED
“Robert law, Jr., president and E. stifle and hip proves that he has tre
Still from the sea steals out the cry
mendous
driving
power.
He
is
fast
I left afar in crowded lands.
B. Reeser, vice president, are in Tul
3 Auto Trucks for moving
PERSONAL
sa and express themselves as very handsome, gentle and is a wind splitter.
Upon
the sea-beach, cool and still,
much pleased with the purchase. He is the fastest horse ever owned in and long distance hauling of
I press my cheek: and yet 1 hear
GREETING CARDS
this
section
of
Maine.
The
jar
of earth, and catch the thrill
"We feel that we kot our money's
all kinds.
Of human effort, hot and near.
A movement is being inaugurated in
worth,” was the opinion of these two
For Christmas
Come, Peace of nature! Lone I He
New Yorkers. The price which will be Knox county to have a winter racing We move you anywhere in
Within the calm Midsummer noon.
paid for the property is said to be carnival. It is hoped to give purses so New England.
NOW
You
save
All human want I fain would fly,
that
speed
horses
will
be
attracted
here
something in excess of $500,000.”
Sing Summer sea. In silvery croon*
from different parts of the Statg. 1 Crating, Time and Money.
ho]»e to see the driving club soon or
In Noon’s great gladness husli thy moan.
In vast possession unbereft:
H. H. STOVER CO.
All Columbia Records 6uc at Stud- ganized.
No music, haunting all thy tone.
304 Main Street, ROCKLAND
If a racing carnival is held The Tsl. 219. Union St, ROCKLAND
ley’s—headquarters
for
Brunswick
Can make me want the world I've left.
12ff-tf
Phonographs and Records.
126tf Windsor House Stables and Kennels
r-iMarj tlemmer.
very reasonable.

Communications upon topics of general inter
est are eoitclied.
Entered at the poetofflee In Rockland for cir
culation at second-class postal rates.
rubliahed every Tuesday, Thursday sad Sat
urday morning, from 46» Mala Street, lockland, Maine.
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/
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BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

TUESDAY.

Orel E. Davies

MOVING

Carver’s Book Store
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Page Two

For the first time since its organiza
MANY ARE ENROLLED
tion the U. S. Shipping Board has
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
given to the taxpayers some tangible For Institute
of Religious
,'idence of its financial condition. This
Rockland, Maine, Nov. 29, 1921.
Education in This City
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on first complete balance sheet prepared
Bath declares that he is pressman In the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of under Chairman Lasker, shows that at
Thursday and Friday.
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Nov. 26,
I
1921, there was printed a total of 5.992 copies. the beginning of the fiscal year, July 1,
There will be an institute of religious
Before me
FRANK B MILLER.
the board’s assets were $307,400,000,
Notary Public.
not including unexpended appropria education in this city Thursday and
tions or the value of the fleet. Liabil Friday, at the First Baptist church,
Brooks Brown, the State dairy in
ities total $115,878,000, which do not under the auspices of the American
spector, pays Maine farmers a distinct
include claims ranging from $200,000,- Baptist Publication Society and the
compliment for the improved condi
000 to $300,000,000 against the board, Baptist churches of Lincoln Associa
tions which he observes on all sides.
the percentage of settlement of which tion. The purpose of this Institute is
The dairymen have come to realize
a matter largely for the Court of to give the church, the Sunday School,
that the regulations are operating to
Claims to determine, and compromises the Young People’s Society, and the
their own advantage, as well as the
on which will doubtless aggregate Missionary Societies such help as will
consumers’.
Inspector Brown says
much less than the sums claimed. Make them more efficient in their task.
There will be no enrollment fee, and it
that he finds very little watered milk,
Funds on hand total $191,500,000. It la hoped that all who possibly can will
and very little skimmed milk. A ten
seems, therefore, that the financial make an effort to attend this class.
tative set of rules and regulations for
condition of the board is fairly satis Please enroll with the Clerk of the In
sampling and testing of milk and
factory and that it is not the bank stitute if y ou have not already done so
In your own church. The clerk will be
cream will go into effect the first of
rupt organization which the Democrats, in a handy corner. Take your pencil
the year. One radical change has been
for political purposes, have attempted j anr] notebook. There will be a popular
made, but with care and attention on
to make it, ignoring the fact that their j message at 8.15 each evening. Memthe part of the milkmen Inspector
own maladministration of the affairs ! hers of other denominations are most
cordially invited.
Brown is confident it will work no
the
The faculty will consist of Rev.
hardship to anyone, but will be a ben
for the condition they sought to depict., Thomas S. Young. D. D„ Philadelphia,
efit to all. The new law says that:
The showing is not bad and it gives national director of Church Vacation
“Any creamery or receiving station the public a basis on which to compute i Schools: Miss Meme Brockway, Philhaving in its possession a composite
, adolphia, national director of children’s
the status of the board, '
, work; and Rev. Alexander Henderson,
sample, which may be considered by
which has for the first time been j Waterville, director of religious eduthe commissioner of agriculture or his
vouchsafed it.
cation for Maine.
representative unfit for analysis, shall
The courses of study will be
be required to make all future com
Schools"
Dr.
Vacation
A survey of unemployment, covering “Church
Thomas S. Young.
posite samples cover a period not to
every’ State in the Union, was made
“Elementary Work," Miss Meme
exceed 15 days, this regulation to re
public Saturday, and shows a steady Brockway, "Principles of Teaching,”
main in force as long as the commis
tone of improvement in the matter of Rev. Alex. Henderson.
sioner deems expedient." The time
"Young
People’s Methods,"
Dr.
employment. In 44 cities, these in
Thomas S. Young. “Story-Teling,’'
previously specified was one month.
cluding some of the largest employers Miss Meme Brockway. The schedule
The new regulations also provide that
of labor in the industries, and many of classes will be as folows, afternoons
in reading tests, “in a milk test the
that had been hard hit, an increase in and evenings.
percentage of fat must be read from
employment was shown at 2.21 per 3.00-3.15, service of worship: 3.15-3.55,
story telling; 4.00-4.40, Church Vaca
the bottom of the fat column at the
cent. Decrease was noted in 20 cities tion Schools and principles of teach
lower line of the meniscus to the top
in the same period amounting to 3.135 ing; 4.45-5.50, elementary work and
of the fat column at the upper point of
per cent, but not covering such a large young people’s methods; 6.45-7.25,
the meniscus." It has been found In
story telling and young people’s meth
number of workers.
ods;
7.30-8.10
Church
Vacation
some cases that some persons were in
Schols, elementary work and principles
the habit of reading from the middle,
The idea that steel companies are of teaching; 8.15-9.00 inspirational ad
instead of from the top, a practice of
opposing the plan for reduction of dress.
course wholly in favor of the creamery
Thursday evening Dr. Thomas &.
armaments is absurd in view of the
and not the farmer. The farmer will fact that less than one-half of one per Young will speak on "The Next Great
Awakening."
now have better protection.
cent of the steel business is in war ma
Friday evening Miss Meme Brock
terial. Whatever money is saved by way will give her famous address on
Uncle Sam will never receive dollar
armament reduction will be spent in "A Visitor From Mars.”
The folowing have already enrolled
for dollar the money which he has ex
some other way, and steel concerns will In the classes:
pended to relieve European sufferings,
get their share. They certainly won’t
First Baptist Church of Rockland—
and it is possible that his generosity do much lobbying around the confer Rev. B. P. Browne, Dr. and Mrs. B. R.
may not even be rewarded by 100 per ence in order to protect less than one- Browne, Sarah Kayton, Elector Ray,
Joseph Robinson, Annie L. Kayton,
cent gratitude, yet now and then half of one percent of their business.
Havener Cassens, London Jackson,
comes evidence that it has all been
Mrs. Charlotte Rhodes, Mildred B.
worth while. The latest Incident to
Rockland approaches the holiday Quimby. Wilma A. Carrol. Ruth Pack
demonstrate this is the coming of Dr
>ason in a much more cheerful frame ard, Rita Packard, Mrs. E. J. South
Adolph Lorenz, the famous Austrian of mind than it had expected to.
In j ard, Mrs. Sarah Prescott, Mrs, Ansel
Louise Anderson, Edna
orthopedic surgeon, who is now’ giving fact it is again necessary to impress j Saunders,
Gregory, Charlotte Browne. Alice Ers
“gratitude” clinics in New York. upon the average person the necessity I
kine, Carolyn L. Erskine, Mrs. W. A.
“Working like mad" more than five
of shopping early to avoid the rush. Fifield, Miss Lena Miller. Mrs. Edna M.
hours Thanksgiving Day, he had seen
Likewise, make early use of the malls Leach, E. O, Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Chaples, Edith Ray, Mrs. W. F.
125 cripples, and advised enough oper
and the express for the shipment of
ations to keep one surgeon busy six your Christmas packages. The time to Brawn, Richard Emery. Mr. and Mrs.
Frank H. Ingraham,
Miss
Helen
months. Y'et he had not seen onereceive a Christmas present is on or Thompson, Mrs. Luella Currie, Mrs. H.
tenth of the supplicants for aid who
W. Frohock, Leola F. Robinson, Mar
before Dec. 25—not afterward.
jorie G. Sawyer, Eda A. Knowlton,
crowded the hospitals and streets and
Gene Scott, Albion Palmer, Lois Libby.
he was so impressed by the sight of
Littlefield Memorial Free Baptist
maimed, distorted humans that he al
! Church of Rockland—Rev. and Mrs. O.
most decided to devote the remainder
j W. Stuart, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar W,
of his days to alleviating the suffering 10 shares Central Maine Power Co. ! Barter, Grace E. Smith, Chauncey J.
7% Pfd. Stock
I Stuart, Ida Pettee, Mrs. Bertha Hoche.
of America’s cripples. His work here
Price $100 per share to yield 7%
I Rockport Baptist Church—Rev. and
is his contribution, he said, toward
' Mrs. Andrew J. Young. M. Y. Greenlaw,
R. W. DAVIS
helping repay the debt Austria owed
P. O. Box £74.
Freeport, Me. ' Lillian Brann, Mrs. Ella M. Overlock,
J Miss Helen L. Small. Helene Dunbar,
America for the aid she had given that
140-142
I Mrs. Mabele Crone, Hazel Lane, Eliza
starving country.
I beth Libby, Dorothy Robinson, Mar
garet U pham.
Bond to Yield
Thomaston
Baptist Church—Rev
It will not be long before the ptnd
[ and Mrs. Roy H. Short, Walter C
ing bill for the refunding of the foreign
A Long Term
Swift, Mrs. Louise A. Brown, Miss
debt to this country will hold the
Harriet Levensaler, Mrs. M. L. Waldo,
boards at Washington. It will doubt
Interest is being earned six ■ Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Shaw. Miss Minnie
----- over. Assets of company is" E. Fernald. Edward Brown, Peter E
times
less become a law in the not distant ■Hilt, Miss Helen W. Jameson, Miss
future, and the Secretary of the many times that of total bond
£ Gladys Fernald. Miss Adelle M. Brown
issue. Full Information.
Treasury’ will take up the negotiations
Mrs. Charles Singer, Miss Christine E
with the debtor countries, subject to
Henry L Doherty & Company
Moore, Miss Elizabeth B. Washburn
Miss Mabel
Fernald, Miss Ruth
the limitations that Congress throw
.
VERNON E. RAND
Grafton, Miss Alice Fernald.
about his actions. There should be no I 60 State Street, Boston, Mass.
great difficulty in arriving at agree
ments that will be satisfactory both to
the United States and to each of the
debtor nations.
Interest is now ac
cruing on the certificates of indebted
ness held in the Treasury at the rate of
5 per cent. There would seem to be no
good reason why this country should
not reduce that rate to 4% per cent
which is the average rate paid on Lib
erty Bonds. Worked out on that in
terest basis very easy annual pay
ments can be arranged through a long
period of years, which
eventually
would extinguish the principal of the
debt and take care of the interest from
year to year.
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BURPEE & LAITB

Overcoats
Overcoats

Football claimed 10 victims in the
season which closed Saturday or three
less than in the preceding year. The
fact that there are fatalities at all con
veys to the uninitiated the impression
that there is roughness and brutality
in the game. And it is true that both
elements are found there, as in any
game where red-blooded men com
pete for honors. But the above record
of 10 fatalities covers
the entire
country, and pales almost into insig
nificance beside the announcement
made in the same issue of the daily
newspapers that 44 persons were
killed by automobiles in Massachu
setts alone during the
month of
October. The record of Maine's gun
ning fatalities is not yet complete, but
it usualy runs a close rival to the foot
ball fatalities of the entire country.
Let those who shudder at football
tragedies not close their eyes to the in
finitely greater risk incurred in other
sports.
Red Cross statistical experts under
take to cheer us by the announcement
that health conditions will be so good
by the year 2074 that the average per
son will live 100. Their pFophecy is
based on the fact that the average span
of iife in the 16th century was 18
years, and that there has been a
steady upward trend ever since. The
Red Cross statisticians have one great
advantage over the unfortunate foot
ball experts of the pte sent season—
there wil be none of the present gen
eration to rise up and declare them
false prophets.

Overcoat quality that is better. Styles that are su
perior, and workmanship that is the best in years and
at very much lower prices than at any time since the
war days.
PLAIN OVERCOATS AND BELTED, SPORT

COATS AND CHESTERFIELDS, STORM COATS

AND ULSTERS
They are all here in great variety. Every coat is finely
tailored and the best value obtained for the money.

o i .L*
•NEW

ENGlMd

CLOTHJNG. HOUSE

.SPARK THEATRE*
TODAY: MARION DAVIES in ‘ENCHANTMENT”
How a spoiled Society damsel was taught a lesson.

: WEDNESDAY :

THURSDAY-FRIDAY

WALLACE REID

BETTY COMPSON

-IN—

—IN—

“THE HELL DIGGERS”

“LADIES MUST LIVE”

And you’ll say his fight for the
girl and her dad was worth the
love he won.

A gorgeous intimate picture of
things that not everybody knows.
A photoplay sensation.

BURPEE

dpt

FURNITURE

CO.

Christmas Seal Your Mail
%

Origin of the Christmas Seal

Selling seals for the purpose of rais
ing money for health work origina
ted in Norway and Sweden many
years ago. In 1907, Miss Emily
Bissell of the Delaware Red Cross
—following a visit abroad—pro
posed that somewhat similar seals
ae used in the United States for the
same purpose. A few were issued and sold that year in
Delaware. The following year the American Red Cross
“ adopted the idea with the result that 300,000 seals were
sold and the money thus derived was dedicated to the
campaign against tuberculosis. The National Tuber[l culosis Association and its affiliated state organizations,
including the Maine Public Health Association, were
2 named as the agencies to have charge of the seal sale
and to expend the money which is raised therefrom.
2 They have sold the seals year after year. Two years ago
the Christmas seal project was turned over by the Red
Cross to the National Tuberculosis Association and its
1 affiliated state and local organizations. The total sale
2 has increased each Christmas Season. Last year 364,131,075 seals were sold in America, and this year the
[J number is expected to be far greater. For the coming
r campaign 5,500,000 seals have been allotted Maine
|i with a number of health bonds in denominations rang
ing from $5 to $1,000.

£

$25°°

A Martha Washington
Sewing Cabinet
£
6
™
r

One of these Martha Washington sewing cabinets,
in the Louis XVI. period, will make a most accept
able Christmas gift. As shown open it has deep
compartments and removable sliding trays to hold
all the necessary sewing articles. The cabinet is fin
ished in a rich mahogany finish, and is specially
priced at only $25.00.

$

Burpee Furniture Co.
361 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE

BURPEE

FURNITURE

CO.
u

OFFICER ON THE SCENT

Terminates Career of Unde
sirable Citizen Bent Upon
Talbot Avenue Robbery.

One of the most daring and danger
ous burglars ever known to operate in
the State of Maine was knocked
senseless, in the midist of designs on a
prominent home on Talbot avenue last
night through the fearless advance
and quick thinking on the part of a
local police officer. The attempted larV
ceny, which was neatly frustrated only
through a hand to hand encounter and
i timely blow from a night stick, ap
pears to be the last of a long series of
crimes that have baffled the police
from Belfast to Augusta.
Possessed with all the poise and
savoire faire of the famous Raffles, the
paSt of this redoubtable criminal is
enshrouded with the same cloak of
mystery with which he has managed
to cover the tracks of his insidious
trade. His mother, it is said, was a
field worker among the celery crops of
Wisconsin, and his father, according
to an inference supplied by the pris
oner last night, eked a scanty exist
ence through the rural districts of Min
nesota as a dispenser of cheap per
fume. In spite of his humble ante
cedents, he has presented none but the
earmarks of a blue blood and people
have often had occasion to wonder at
the proud disdain in his tearless eye
and the aristocratic bearing of his
bodily carriage—he the offspring of a
common worker in the fields and a
sordid perfume vender.
Preliminary to his unprecedented
and single handed capture, he has
been observed with curiosity by sev
eral citizens of Rockland while in the
midst of his habitual evening stroll.
Swinging nonchalantly down thAstreet,
the very epitome of correct attire in
his rich, fur coa-t, there would be
scarcely one in a million who would as
sociate him with the long list of hein
ous crime to which he has been at
tributed. The diabolical cleverness
with which he has concealed his mo
tives renders all the more credit to
him who effected the downfall of this
defier of ethics and the laws of the
land. In keeping with the occasional
honor to be observed among thieves,
his conduct has been governed by a cu
rious code of honor that would never
permit him to double cross a pal. He
has always afforded his adversaries a
sporting chance, and left to himself, he
has been the most harmless of yeggs;
but crossed in an underhanded way,
his wrath and vengeance have been
terrible to encounter.
Late last night, just as the moon
broke through the clouds to make a
dazzling path on the snow, suspicious
sounds were heard from the rear of the
prominent home on Talbot avenue,
whose owner's name we have been re
quested not to divulge.
In the esti
mation of the police officer, the sounds
issued from the jimmie of some house
breaker. Creeping through the -snow,
the police officer, who has but recently
joined the force and whose modesty
prevents us from pointing his name,
approached the scene of activity.
Stealing around the wing of building,
he attempted to size up the situation
before a possible combat
The faint
rattle of a tin cover indicated that the
burglar was standing on some sort of
a receptacle in his efforts to reach the
back window. Gripping his revolver
he rounded the corner.
Caught red handed at his work, the
robber tipped over a garbage pail with
a crash in a frenzied attempt to es
cape. A swing of a night stick, fol
lowed by a dull thud, and the wouldbe robber was stretched unconscious
on the snow.
"That feller,” muttered the officer,
with the air of having completed a dis
tasteful task in a satisfactory manner,
"is the biggest skunk I ever saw.
Wonder if his skin would be worth
anything. He must be the chap so
many folks have
seen prowling
around the streets lately. Oh my!” he
went on, turning away, “I’ve had
tough cold all right for the past week
j and haven't been able to smeil a thing,
! but my old nose seems to be function
ing tonight! Oh my!"
Editorial
note:
Eden Phlllipots
! once said in one of his books that it is
■ a greater crime against society to be
' uninteresting, than to be harmlessly
, untruthful, and to elaborate a bit upon
a product of the imagination, provid
ing a single thrill or a spark of human
interest can be wrested from the gengl erally prosaic trend of affairs.

TOYLAND

CONVICT IS INDICTED

In Aroostook county two indictments
have been found against Charles
Grant, alias Joseph Henley, for break
ing and entering and larceny. Grant,
‘.'lio was arrested three weeks ago
for several small burglaries in Houl*on, has been identified as Joseph
Henley, who escaped from State Prison
in July, 1920, when he had served eight
months of a sentence of four to eight
years for burglary in Lewiston.

AT BURPEE’S
On the second floor of this store we have the greatest display of
toys that Rockland has ever seen. There is no age of childhood,
boy or girl, that ha3 not been thought of and the cost of your pur
chase can be as much or as little as you wish.
NOTE—It is advisable for you to make your selection of toys early
for while we have a BIG VARIETY we have only a small stock of
each article. By choosing now you will have a much better assort
ment.

GET PLACED FOR

SANTA CLAUS WILL GIVE FREE TO THE LUCKY BOY A COM
PLETE MOTION PICTURE OUTFIT, INCLUDING FILMS. TO
THE LUCKY GIRL A BEAUTIFUL TALKING AND WALKING
DOLL AND CARRIAGE. THESE ARE THE CONDITIONS:

THE WINTER
—AT THE—

LINDSEY HOUSE

Every purchase that is made in our store from now until Dec. 23
entitles you to a ticket. You deposit the top part of the ticket in
the bpxes. At the afternoon appearance of Santa Claus Dec. 23
he will select one ticket from the boxes for the giri’s prize and one
for the boy's prize. The winner must call and claim the present
before the noon of Dec. 24. If not called for Santa Claus will, at
his appearance that afternoon, Dec. 24, select numbers until the
present is claimed by someone holding the corresponding number.
These are valuable presents and should interest everyone. You all
know some little girl or boy who would be made very happy should
they be the fortunate one. Be sure to ask for the tickets when you
make a purchase.

You will find several Com
fortable Steam Heated
Rooms
$3.00 to $5.00 Per Week
50c, 75c, $1.00 per day
PUBLIC TELEPHONE

139*141

USE

ACCO ASPIRIN
TABLETS

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.361Rockland
M*inSt

For Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Head
ache, Earache, etc. At all druggists.

121-tf

MONDAY, DEC. C
THREE DAY®* AUGMENTED ORCHESTRA **

COMMENCING

The Cinema of the Century!f
A

magnificent screen
translation of the story

that has thrilled twenty
millions of readers.

Enacted by the greatest
cast in history: com
prising

more

than

12,500, including the

50 principal characters.

Produced at a cost of
six months of prepara
tion; a year and a halt
of action; and slightly

more than

a

million

dollars.

To miss it is to miss
the world’s greatest

motion picture. ,

FOUR.
HORSEMEN
APOCALYPSE

Made

by

Metro

r tyi.
A Rex Ingram Production
From

Pictures Corporation

P
RIfFS
* I* * U Li O

Matinees:
Evenings:

the

novel

by

VICENTE

BLASCO

IBANEZ

Adapted by JUNE MATHIS

35c, 50c, 75c plus tax. SEATS N0W SELLING
50c, 75c, $1.00, plus tax.

Every-Other-Day
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talk of ffte town I
waiira REiamoiiHoot cveirra

SPECIAL SALE
BLANKET TALK
The Blanket Season has really but begun; but
thus far has been a busy one. Prices very much
lower than a year ago, the reason: Our stock large,
and range of prices many.

Dec. 5, 6, 7—"The Four Horsemen of hte
Apocalypse” (a photoplay) at Park Theaire.
Dec. tt—Lady Knox Chapter, I). A. It, holds
a rummage sale in Unlversallst vestry.
Dec 7-8—Methodist Fair
Dec. 8—"The Old Peabody Pew” at the
Methodist church.
Dec 9—Hob-Nob Masquerade Ball, Camden
Opera House.
Dec. 10—Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
meets with Megunticook Grange, Camden.
Dec. 14—Christmas sale and supper at Bap
tist ChuAili, Tliomastou.

Washington, Nov. 27.—Weather pre
dictions for next week in the North At
lantic States are considerable cloud
iness, with rain, Monday and again
Thursday or Friday.
Temperature
near, or somewhat below normal.

Prices not quoted as they do not convey quality
or size.

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Miss
Clara Farwell Friday at 2.30 P. M.

Class 26 of the Methodist Sunday
school will meet Thursday evening
with Mrs, Annie Lothrop, 57 Grace
street, and the members are requested
to bring in their finished patchwork
squares.

In order to accommodate the movie
fans who also wish to see the polo
games, the feature picture will hence
forth be shown ahead of the comedy.
As the polo games do not begin until
8-30 connections can easily be made.

John J. Perry, who was recently
assigned to duty at the American con
sulate in Alexandria. Va., leaves Fri
day for New York, whence he sails Dec.
10 on the Italian steamship Colombo,
which Is making its maiden voyage.
The ship’s destination js Naples,
where Mr. Perry will spend two days
before embarking on a railroad jour
ney of 500 miles across Italy to Brindisi.
From the latter port he will sail on the
steamship Helonan for Alexandria,
Egypt. where he is to take up his new
duties.
Elizabeth E. (Clark) widow’ of
James Spearin, died Sunday morning.
Funeral services will be held Wednes
day at 2 p. m.. from the residence of
Herbert C. Clark, 33 Rankin street, a
brother of the deceased.

The gymnasium in the “Steamship
Athletic,” “Pier No. 12,“ Limerock
street, opens tonight for what promises
to be a lively season, and with Ser
geant George J. Wood as director.
The “ship” will have a classy basket
ball team and it is the first to make
entry in the League which is to be
organized at the Arcade. Indoor golf
Is to be one of the many attractions.
Just as soon as he gets his sea legs
on Proprietor Donohue will probably
turn a handspring.
A year ago yesterday the Boston
boat was tied up at Tillson wharf to
remain nearly a week owing to a se
vere easterly storm. It rather looked
yesterday as though a similar occur
rence might take place this year, since
the boat scheduled to leave Bunday
night was still with us.

Thursday night's game in the Ama
teur Polo League will be between the
Lituurock Tigers and Snowbirds. The
Tigers represent the Lime Rock Rail
road, and comprise George Miller lr,
Austin Huntley 2r, Herbert Rector c.
William Widdeeombe hb, and James
Doherty g. Watch their smoke Thurs
day night. They burn soft coal.

Members of the Kalloch Class are
lodge has been notified of
visit of District Deputy requested to meet at the home of Mrs.
Perce of Gardner, the date Carl Cassens Wednesday evening to
13, the second Monday in sew for the Salvation Army.

Miss Emma Havener, daughter of
The Board of Managers of the Home Mr. and Mrs. Albert R. Havener, is
for Aged Women will meet Thursday very ill at her home on State street.
afternoon at 2.30 with Mrs. F. S.
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Rhodes of 38 Tal
Rhodes. 38 Middle street. The mem
bers of the board and the ladies at bot avenue and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
the Home wish to thank all the kind Rokes of Searsniont were guests of
friends who so generously contrib Mrs. IL D. Crie Thanksgiving.
uted to the Thanksgiving donation.
Miss Edith E. Merrill of New Glou
The gifts of provisions and money were
cester and George Coombs of Castine
greatly appreciated.
spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
O. IL Crie.
Ella Augusta (Perry), wife of Jo
seph H. Wiggin, died this morning at
The Medomak Canning Co. will oc
her home, 74 Broad street, of pneu cupy the office over The Couriermonia. When this paper went to press Gazette's editorial rooms, after it has
arrangements had not been made for been fitted up. Henry B. Bird, the
the funeral, which will be private, and head of the concern, will have charge.
friends are asked to omit flowers.
Miss Ethel H. Crie of Bates College,
Ivanhoe Temple, Pythian Sisters, who spent the weekend at home, re
will hold a special meeting tomorrow turned to Lewiston yesterday.
night, when D. D. G. C. Mary Curtis
of Bath will be present for inspection.
Thursday night’s meeting of Edwin
Supper will be served at 6 o’clock.
Libby Relief Corps wil lie marked by
special interest, as officers for the com
Weather vanes were still obstinately ing year are to be elected. Circle sup
ponting toward the northeast this per will be served at the usual hour,
morning, and there was no assurance with Mrs. Harriet Choate as chairman.
of the clearing weather that the gov
There will be a ladies’ night at the
ernment sharps promised for today.
It had stormed intermittently since Elks' Home Thursday.
Saturday morning, yesterday’s per
The union Thanksgiving sermon in
formance being a genuine gnaw-easter,
which left snow enough to last through Bangor was preached by a former
the winter. The Boston boat is still Rockland pastor, Rev. C. N. Garland.
at her berth at Tillson wharf, but the The Bangor newspapers devoted lib
Gov. Bodwell, undaunted by the em eral space to it, with very compliment
bryo blizzard, tripped blithely across ary references to the speaker.
the bay on schedule time yesterday.
Mrs. Frank Rokes of Kearsbiont is
Car service was not interrupted.
spending a week with relatives and
The regular meeting of the Wight friends in this city.
Philharmonic Society will be held
Thomas Robbins of New York left
Thursday evening. Members are asked
to come prepared to buy the first in this morning, having spent the holidays
stalment of new music and also to in this vicinity with his sister. Mr.Robbring the folowing numbers: Hallelu bins came to this locality primarily
jah Chorus; The Glory of the Lord; to look after his summer home at Dark
How Lovely are the Messengers.
Harbor. During the height of the
storm yesterday, Mr. Robbins and his
Rebekahs are requested to meet in sister crossed from lslesboro to Rock
Odd Fellows’ hall Wednesday at 1 p. m. land in a small, open power boat, nav
to attend the funeral of their late sis igated by a capable skipper, and named
ter, Mrs. Elizabeth Spearin, which will the ‘“Get There.” Both passengers
take place at the home of Mrs felt at times that they would n^t "get
Spcarin's brother, Herbert C. Clark, 33 there,” but they did, and have de
parted with memories of a pleasant
Rankin street.
visit.
An anonymous letter, purporting to
come from a prominent official of the
Central Maine Power Co., led to the ar
rest of Ralph Blaekington, taxicab
driver, last week. The complaint was
made by a member of the State High
way Police, who nlleged that Mr. Blackington was driving between Rockland
and Camdeti Nov. 20, while not In fit
Announces the opening of her
condition. Judge Miller dismissed the
Classes for Children in
complaint after learning that Mr.
Blackington’s diagonal course across
BALLROOM DANCING
the road was dqe to the fact that he
—AT—
was extricating his car from a ditch.
There was no evidence of intoxication
Frank H. Ingraham appeared for the
respondent.

DANCING

Miss Jennie S. Harvey

ROCKLAND

Fourteen more black duck fell to tlie
prowess of Capt. F. L. Green as a game
hunter last Saturday. They have been
on exhibition in the window of the
Thomas Sporting Goods Co.

CHRISTMAS CLUB

This is die last week to
pay on the
1921 Christmas Club
Final payment on or
before Friday, Dec. 2,
1921

A proportion is advanced to increase
the entrance fee to the Woman’s Edu
cational Club. In view of the excep
tional advantages offered by member
ship in this club as an Inspiration to
more intelligent citizenship, its present
expense to members is conceded to be
ridiculously low. In addition to Its in
teresting study programs and discus
sions. it has offered a complete lecture
program with National State and local
speakers of note on vital topics of the
day. folowed by the Open Forum. At
least 1000 women of Knox county
should be enrolled today asearnest stu
dents of practical patriotism. To pos
sess the vote is not enough. How much
time and attention is the average
woman devoting to a study of the com
plex problems of government.

The month of December will see at
Park Theatre some of the notable pic
tures which are now having such long
runs in the large cities. Among them
may be mentioned: “The Four Horse
men of the Apocalypse,” Dec. 5, 6 and
7; "The Affairs of Anatol," 8 and 9;
"Earthbound.” 13; "The Sheik,” 15 and
16; and “Over the Hill,” 19, 20, 21 and
22.

SECURITY
TRUST COMPANY
Branches:
Camden, Vinalhaven, Warren. Union

Cooper Union Suits
$2.00, $3.00, $4.00.

Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows con
ferred the third degree U]»on Augustus
P. Snowman (a most appropriate can
didate for a northeast blizzard) and
“topped off” with lobster stew, skil
fully put together by the two Bills—
Larrabee and Seavey—and Lester
Sherman.

Thursday, Dec. 1st
Younger Pupils 4 PM.

Older Beginners and Advanced
Pupils, 5:00 P. M.

$6 for 12 lessons; half term ?4
in advance
Aesthetic Classes to be announced
Pupils wishing to join Aesthetic
Classes please send names in to
Mrs. Helen Cross at once.
Private instruction by appointment
Private Classes on Application
Evening Class to be Announced

ORIENTAL BAZAAR
—AT THE—

Universalist Church

Wednesday, Nov. 30
Opens at 2:00 P. M.

Novelties, Candies, Linens, Aprons,
Ets.
TEA SERVED IN TEA GARDEN
3:00 to 5:00 P. M.

CHICKEN PIE SUPPER 5:30 P. M.

A la carte service
Attractive Decorations

Admission to Bazaar 10 cents
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3 PACKAGES FOR

25 CENTS

2000 Rolls

CREPE PAPER

$1.50,

Same kind as in our last sale—Niponese

Ladies’ Duofold $3.50, $4.00,
$4.50.

TEMPLE HALL

ORGANIZED 1903

'

Ask to see our line of BLANKET COMFORT
ABLES and PUFFS.

The Elks
the official
William T.
being Feb.
the month.

made to sell for I 5 cents, and sold by us for two years
at that price. For these two days—

Here you’ll find the underwear
you’ve always FAVORED as
well as new ideas in fabrics and
cut.

Vassar Unions $3.00 to $8.50.

Fuller- Cobb-Davis

“SAGAMORE” SILK TISSUE
TOILET PAPER

A New York clothing store ad
vertised, “Underwear you've
always worn.”
One would naturally think that
a change of underwear would
be desirable.

Elegant line of WHITE BLANKETS with colored
borders and colored bindings to match, for weddings
and Holiday Gifts.

Headquarters for Wool Batting and Wadding.

Rear Admiral H. A. Wiley, a Rock
land visitor while serving on the Trial
Board, has been assigned as com
mandant of the First Naval District
at the Boston Navy Yard.

o'clock.

t

We are selling a great many PLAID BLANKETS
in Cotton, part Wool and all Wool. Very pretty
designs. Big line in the old reliable Whites and
Grays, from the light weights that are used instead
of sheets in winter, to the real heavy that are worn
instead of heavy comforters.

Weather This Week

The monthly meeting of the Rock
land Women’s Republican Club will
be held at the home of the secretary,
Mrs. E. F. Glover, 2 Claremont street,
Thursday evening, Dec. 1, at 7.30

OF
3000 Flat Packages of

Dec. 5—Monthly meeting of tho City Gov
ernment.

“All At Sea” is to be th6 title of
the motion picture which was filmed
at New Harbor during the fall. Rich
ard Barthelmess and Louise Huff are
the stars. “‘All At Sea” is a satire
dealing with the present state of social
unrest on the part of the young and
draws a contrast to the manner of
living of young men and young women
In society who are bored by having
nothing to do except to seek a good
'time, and young people of the Maine
coast who have a real purpose in life.

WIGHT’S

Fuller- Cobb-Davis

Nor. 24-Peu. 31—Aiinuat sale of Christman
Sen la.
Nov. 28—Progressive Literary Club wets
with Mrs. Margaret Billings, Camdeti Street.
Nor. 30—Universalis; fair
Dec. 2—Metliebesec Club meets with Miss
Caroline Stanley, North Main Street.
Dec. 1 Monthly meeting of Women's Itepubliean Club with Mrs. E. F. Glover.
Dec- 4—Elks Memorial Exercises in Park
Theatre.
Dei-, 5 (7.30 P. M.l—Fortnightly meeting
of Womau’s Educational Club.
Dec. 5 <8.151—Address. "Tilings that may
Interest you,” by Miss Mabel Connor, Augusta,
before Womans Educational Club.

7 ROLLS FOR 25 CENTS

Duofold Unions $3.00, $4.00,
$5.00.

The Wight Company
THE HOME OF CLAREMONT COFFEE

J. F. Gregory Sons Co.
BORN

POLO

BEARS

AT THE

FRONT

Six Straight Goals Give Bruins First Place In League
Limerock Tigers vs. Snowbirds Thursday Night.
Amateur Polo League

DIED

Wiggin—Rockland, Nov. 29. Ella Augusta
Clough—Rockland, Nov. 23, to Mr. and Mrs.
■I A Clough (nee Jean Itaggett), a son— (Perry), wife of Joseph II. Wiggin, aged 09
ytars. 2 months, 8 days,
William Austin.
Norton—New London, Conn.., Nov. 16, Capt.
Cain—Rockport, No< 27 Io Mr. and Mrs.
Freeman F. Norton, formerly of Rockland
Irvin Cain, a son—Robert Edward.
aged 78 years.
Spearin Rockland, Nov. 27, Elizabeth E
(Clark), widow of James Spearin, aged 55
MARRIEC
years, 2 months, 5 days. Funeral Wednes
MendelWood—New York. Nov. 25, by Rev. day, 2 p. m., at 33 Rankin street.
Dr, Milford L. Brown, Kenneth K. Mendel
Payson—Rockland, Nov
28,
Sarah E.
and Miss Polly Priscilla Wood.
(Maxey), widow ot Judson Payson
Funeral
Stuart Ireland, Afina, Nov 23, by Rev. Thursday at 2 p m, at the church in Cush
Mr. Jones, Raymond C. Stuart of Newport ing.
and Miss Vinnie M Ireland of Aetna.
Smart—Rockland. Nor. 25, George R. N.,
Packard-French—Brewer, Nov. 20, by Rev. Infant son of Edward and Mary (Phelps)
Howard A Welch. Neil B. Packard and Smart.
Gladys T. French, both of Rockland.

Won Lost P. C. teur League will introduce the LimePolo Bears .......................2
0
1.000 rock Tigers, a new team made up
Knox Electrics ........... 1
1
.500 from employes of the Lime Rock Rail
Texaco Stars ............. 0
1
.000 road, and said to ’be very aggressive.
Thousands and thousands of toys
Snowbirds .......... -..... 0
1
.000 The management promises that the Tlie charge for publishing a Card of Thanks
at the Toy land display at Burpee’s. 140
Limerock Tigers ....... 0
0
.000 game will start pronxptly.
is 50 cents, cash to accompany the order.
....
The players and officials enjoyed an
oyster supper after last night’s game.
Bears 12, Electrics 7
Although it was an uncomfortable
night to be abroad there was a goodly
TEACHER OF PIANO
sprinkling of loyal fans at the Arcade
last evening when the Polo Bears and MRS. RUTH E. SANBORN
Knox Electrics met. Each team had
been a winner in the Thanksgiving
Pupil of Elizabeth S. Burger
Day double-header, and victory last
Northwestern University
night carried with it the distinction of
13 Myrtle Street
Tel. 582-M
being the first team to head the stand
AMATEUR LEAGUE POLO GAME
129-141
ing in the Amateur Polo League.
That honor finally went to the Bears,
but it was a grand struggle until near
MARIANNE CROCKETT
the close of the last period when su
Limerock Railroad lads make their debut
perior team work gave the Bruins six
Vocal Teacher
straight goals. Gilchrest and Wheeler
Studio—18 Maple Street, Rockland
Skating Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday
made the bulk of the Polo Bears’
scores but were well supported by their
Telephone 498-R.
Evenings and Saturday Afternoons
team-mates. The opposing teatn could
129-tf
, -- - --------------------------------------------------do little with Hart afterfche second
period. The real feature of the game
was the improvement shown by the
new players. Hamlin, who appeared
on the surface for the second time, was
50 per cent better than in his first
game, but should be on the rush line.
Kobishaw also promises well.
The
summary:
Polo Bears—Gilchrest lr, Mitchell
2r, Mealey c, Wheeler hb, Hart g.
Knox Electrics—Allen lr, Robishaw
2r, Chaples c, Hamlin hb, Crockett g.

ARCADE SKATING RINK
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 1

SNOWBIRDS vs. LIMEROCK TIGERS

Big Stock

Firat Period

Won By
Made By
Knox Electrics,
Allen
Knox Electrics,
Allen
Polo Bears,
Gilchrest
Wheeler
Polo Bears.
Polo Bears,
Wheeler
Second Period
Polo Bears,
Mealey
Knox Electrics,
Robishaw
Polo Bears.
Wheeler
Knox Electrics,
Allen
Knox Electrics,
Robishaw
Knox Electrics,
Hamlin
Polo Bears,
Gilchrest

Time
3.17
6.46
.18
1.27
2.48
2.20
1.14
1.56
2.26
1.26
4.17
.12

Reduction Sale
WE ARE TO PUT ON A BIG
STOCK REDUCING SALE

Third Period

Knox Electrics,
Hamlin
Polo Bears,
Gilchrest
Gilchrest
Polo Bears,
Polo Bears.
Mealey
Polo Bears,
Gilchrest
Polo Bears,
Gilchrest
Polo Bears.
Wheeler
Score, Polo Bears 12, Knox Ele
tries 7. Stops in goal, Hart 23, Crock
ett 28. Referee. Winslow.
Timer,
Davies. Scorer, White.
Thursday night's game in the AmaMembers of the Country Club plan
ning to attend tlies upper and auction
Friday night must notify Mrs. Clinton
for reservations Thursday.
The briliant meteor whicn was seen
by some Rockland persons the other
morning attracted statewide attention.
The Bath Times gravely informs its
readers that a Woolwich man dodged
it, and that it struck In it field about
190 yards from him. But there was
only one meteor and it was seen at ap
parently the same close range all over
the State, so that the Woolwich man
may have been mistaken. But the in
cident reminds Night Clerk A. C. In
graham of the Thorndike Hotel that he
actualy saw a meteor fall at Inglraham
Hill, many years ago. He picked it up
while the mass was stil aglow, and
presented it to tlie Rocklund High
School museum.

These items are from the Exciter’s
Rockland column: Conductor Marston
has left the employ of the company
and returned to Oakland, where he is
to work on his father's farm.—Skipper
Brown, Ralph Wentworth and Fred
Herrick have gone to the big woods
again this year after deer and we hope
that they will get more than two
legged deer this time.—Motorman C. H
Emery's family have all been sick but
are much better at this time.—Night
man Grotton has left the emplixy of the
company.—C. G. Watts has a\regular
run on the cars now, taking Dannillio’s
run.—Capt. Dorr, barn foreman, has
taken over the Gl-eneove post office for
a side line.—Conductor Ralph Tripp
has left the employ of the company

The.Bee Hive Cafe issues regular
i meal tickets, worth 83.75, for $3.25
j Regular dinner—soup, fish, meats, pie
pudding and tea or coffee, 45 cents
| Neat, cosy and well heated. In spite of
; the name nobody gets “stung.”—adv.
Read Burpee’s ad telling about the
free motion picture outfit and the talk- !
ing doll and carriage to be presented
to some boy and girl the day before
1 Christmas.
149 I

Commencing December
and continuing through the month of December. This
is a bona-fide sale, not a cut price affair, but
stricty to turn part of my big stock into
cash. This will be a wonderful time
to make your Christmas selec
tions. Goods on this sale are
partly as follows:
RUBBER GOODS, as Fountain and Bulb Syringes, Hot Water
Bottles, Etc.
CONFECTIONERY (Best Makers) Packages Only
STATIONERY (very fine quality)
TOILET PREPARATIONS, as
CREAMS
4
TALCUM POWDERS
ROUGES
COMPACTS
PERFUMES
TOILET WATERS
SOAPS

::: A Big Line of:::
TOILET SETS, BABY SETS, BRUSHES AND COMBS

Biggest Line of IVORY SETS East of Portland
to go, at this sale
Also a Big Miscellaneous Line of Staple Goods
COME EARLY AND GET GOOD SELECTIONS

P. S._THIS IS A STRICTLY CASH PROPOSITION

CORNER DRUG STORE
422 MAIN ST., COR. LIMEROCK - - - ROCKLAND, MAINE

SALE DEC. 1’ i921, TO JAN. 1, 1922

Store

Every-Ojbo^y^
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FOOTWEAR FANCIES

WORKADAY WISDOM

High Shoes Not In Demand—

There is no “cure,” but

Broader Lasts For Men—

- wheezy breathing may

Letter-burning before the letter Is
mailed may save many a heart-burn
later.

Price vs. Quality.

Send

oftentimes

be

During the past three weeks manu
medicated vapors of—
facturers have been receiving inquir
ies in considerable numbers for high
shoes. These are coming mote largely
from the retailers in the smaller towns.
However, the demand has been suffi
ciently large to warrant a number of
apo ub
the factories here to stock them.
Over Z7 Million Jan Used Yearly
There has been no marked change in
the call; for shoes from the women.
Low cuts still have by far the best
ROCKPORT
call. Even more seasonable temper
atures have not brought a demand for
Miss Georgia Mathews, who has been
boots, and the local trade is now quite
convinced that the coming winter will visiting relatives in Thomaston and
be another one featured by the wear Warren, is the guest of Mrs. Sarah
ing of oxfords and pumps on the
street. Already there is a good market M. Rust.
for woolen hose, spats and other goods
Benjamin Greenlaw of Portland was
calculated to give winter comfort in the guest of his mother, Mrs. Mary
low shoes. Spat sales are not large, Greenlaw last week.
but they are in sufficient numbers to
William Cotton of Camden was a
indicate that in all probability they guest at Edwin Bennett's over Sunday.
will take the place of high cuts this
The Twentieth Century Club will be
winter, where the ankle has to be pro entertained at an open meeting Friday
tected.
•
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Jo
High shoes are not in demand. Price sephine Wooster. A picnic supper
cuts and other means of boosting sales will be served at 6 o'clock.
of high shoes for women has not re
Frederick Cody of Skowhegan has
sulted in any material increase in sales. been spending a few days with his son,
It looks as if the women do not want
them. The “weather” is the only hopb Elmer Cody.
The first basketball game of the sea
left that they will be in demand at all son will be Friday night at the Y. M.
this winter.
C. A., between Rockport High and
In men’s shoes the demand is swing
StockTon Springs High.
ing toward still broader lasts and
The Red Cross drive for membership
heavy leathers. The grain leathers
compose the bulk now sold, with tan will begin this week to which it is
running well ahead of black. The early hoped there will be a hearty response.
Mrs. Sadie Miller of Friendship and
demand for black has subsided some
what in favor of tan in lighter shades, Llewellyn Oliver of Thomaston were
guests of Rev. and Mrs. A. F. Leigh
according to the high-class dealers.
Shoe manufacturer^ report
that it the Methodist parsonage last week.
Mrs. E. M. Torrey entertained the
men’s heavy Oxfords are having a re
markably good sale. Factories which members of her Sunday school class,
carry goods in stock are having an ex the ‘"Smile Awhile Girls.” Saturday
cellent demand for both the black evening at her 1iome on Union street.
grain and the red calf oxfords in The following officers were elected:
brogue and other patterns. It is the President, Gwendolyn Morrill: vice
general opinion of the trade here that president. Cora Robbins: secretary,
judging from orders received both for Alice Leigh: treasurer, Ruth Crockett;
immediate and future deliveries, the sic? committee. Cora Robbins, Ruth
sales of men’s oxfords will be larger, in Crockett, Eleanor Robinson, Alice
proportion to general sales, than at Leigh, Marie and Leona Morse; en
any previous time in the history of tertainment committee, Alice Leigh,
local trade. The weather thus far has P.uth Crockett, Cora Robbins. Eleanor
been particularly favorable for the sale Robinson. Miss Nellie Harmon was
of low cut footwear. There seems to be elected pianist. Refreshments were
a disposition on the part of merchants served and the evening was greatly
to continue the buying of these pat enjoyed.
terns into the cold weather period.
Dr, S. Y. Weidman and daughter
One of the few merchants who has Marian and Rev. and Mrs. A. F.
openly advertised men’s shoes at prices Leigh and family were entertained at
above $10, although he carries lower Mrs. Calista Cole’s Thanksgiving Day
grades as well, is authority for the
At the M. E. Church Tuesday aft
statement that he has sold more shoes
above $10 a pair than he has below ernoon from 3.30 to 6 o'clock, Mrs.
this figure—more than twice as many Amy Miller, Mrs. Cora Morrill. Mrs.
pairs, in fact. “I find,’’ he said, “that Delora Morrill and Mrs. Nettie Lane
the old trade is coming back, and is will entertain the members of their
demanding good footwear and is willing Sunday school classes. Refreshments
to pay a reasonable price for it. Shoe will be served.
Lust Friday evening at the G. A
such as these men .ire accustomed to
wearing cannot be sold for less than t. hall the members of the W. R.
Corps gave a novel entertainment
$10.
A black and white season is coming which< was enjoyed by a large num
Rev. William Henry Billings,
next Easter time and shoes will be her.
made in pump styles, particularly in (Mrs. Rose Price) officiated at the
one-straps of patent leather, white kid wedding of John Frederick Snookum,
white calf and white fabrics.
Also (Mrs. Gertrude Havener) and widow
there is a tendency towards highe Susan Googins (Mrs. Cacildia Cain).
heels.
The bridesmaids were Arabella Hop
White calf leather is being freely kins. (Mrs. Bertha Thurston): Sallie
sampled for next summer shoes, a Hopkins. (Miss Leola Tolman); best
well as for sport and dress shoes to be men. Zedediah Bumps, (Mrs. Dot
worn at vacation resorts during the Lane): Azariah Bumps. (Mrs. Hazel
winter. Several firms are making it, Daucett). The ceremony was followed
Also, they are making porcelain white hy an entertainment consisting of a
kid leather.—Hoot and Shoe Recorder. song by Samantha Allen, (Mrs. Em
ma T»rrey); “Cousin Jedediah,” Jerushia Allen. (Mrs. Daisy Davis), Kitty
WEST ROCKPORT
Allen, (Mrs. Nettie Lane) Zedekiah
Special meetings will be held in the Bumps, (Mrs. Dot Lane) Azariah
church, beginning Monday, Dec. 5, Bumps (Mrs. Hazel Daucett) Maria
lasting two weeks. The meetings will Bumps, (Mrs. Linthel Lane) Aunt
be conducted by Rev. O. W. Stuart. Sophia, (Mrs. Belle Coates). A solo,
Miss Minnie Andrews of Thomaston "Beauty of Maine." was sung by Mrs.
visited her aunt, Mrs. A. O. Rokes, Arthur Leigh and “Peggy Rack your
Brain" Florence Knights. Other soloists
last week.
Eino and Anna Leino, Arlene Saw were Arabella Hopkins, (Mrs. Bertha
yer, Euella and Willie Ring. Bertha Thurston) and William Henry Billings,
Kenniston and Ethel Hart of Warren (Mrs. Rose Price.) Reading, Sadie
Hopkins, (Miss Leola Tolman) solo
called on friends in town recently.
Robert and Mildred Heald were and dance, Nancy Briggs, (Mrs. Min
guefts of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Tol- nie Wellman) reading, by “The Belle
of Mechanic Street,” (Mrs. Annie Lau
man in Glencove Thanksgiving Day.
Mrs. Ida Barrows and daughter and rie Small). Solo Dolly Snikers, (Mrs.
Miss Eottie Ewell of Rokville attended Delora Morrill). Remarks were made
ly William Snowdeal. The program
church here Sunday.
Mrs. Jennie Fairbrother has had a was in charge of Mrs, Belle Coates
cancer drawn from her face and is as nd Mrs. Emma Torrey. Refresh
ments were served. At the meeting
comfortable as can be expected.
M. S. Heald and family and W. D. next Friday evening officers will be
Ileald and son Douglas of Camden elected.
The prayer meeting at the M. E.
were in town calling on relatives Sun
church Wednesday evening will be
day.
Arthur Packard and family of held at 6.30 and will be followed by
Rockville were Thanksgiving guests of the choir rehearsal at 7.30. All mem
bers are requested to be present.
Mrs. Emma Leach.
Charles Walmsley, who for the past
Miss Carrie Sherman returned from
Rockland Saturday after a short visit fifteen years has been traveling sales
man for the well known Drug Co,,
with relatives.
The gunners of this place have been Parke Davis & Co., of Detroit, Mich.,
enjoying themselves the past week ts just completing his last trip through
Maine, where he has traveled for the
chasing deer tracks.
Mrs. M. J. Oxton, who spent past eleven years and will become a
Thanksgiving with relatives in Rock member of the firm of Curtis & Top
per in Bangor, where he resides. Mr.
land, returned home Friday.
Miss Grace Carrol after a week’s Walmsley has the best wishes of his
visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. many friends in his new business.
T. J. Carrol, will return to Bucksport
today.
All taxes on real estate not paid
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wade and by Dec. 16 will be advertised for sale.
daughter of Camden visited relatives I will be in the office Dec. 15 and 16
and friends Sunday.
afternoon.
Willie Rokes is confined to the house
W. A. Paul, Col.
with a carbuncle on his neck.
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Mrs. Anna Clark, Mrs. Amy Nutt
and Grace Parker were in Rockland
Friday on business.
OAK-APFLE DAY IN ENGLAND
Will Brown was home from Norway,
Me., over Sunday.

Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Quiner have
returned home after spending- several
days in Marblehead, Mass. They
made the trip by auto.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Stahl and
Herbert Whiti-her. joined the Eastern
Star in Waldoboro Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Belle Poland and little grand
son Donald spent Thanksgiving with
Mrs. Alito French, West Waldoboro.
Mr.
i Mrs. John A. Rines of East
"Waldol- > were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Milton Creamer Thanksgiving.
Misses Jennie, Addie, Verna Cream
er and Miss Mamie Winchenbaugh at
tended the Chautauqua in Waldoboro
Wednesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Stahl and
family and Mr. and Mrs. Hudson
Stahl spent Thanksgiving with Mrs
Annie Stahl and family at Broad Cove.

You Gan Talk to Practically
All the People the Town
THROUGH THIS PAPER
hi

COMPLETE

Most of our worries are like a
cracked mirror—they won’t bear look
ing into.
Often we could mend the ragged
edge of care if we simply took a
stitch in time.

VICKS

DUTCH NECK

this

relieved

by inhaling the soothing

> V

TODAY —for

R

Celebration of Charles Il’s Return
to Power Still Kept Up, Though
Not Generally.

Old customs persist tenaciously in
rural England, especially in (he sleepy
hollows where men like Silas Marner
may be. found bending over their looms
or engaged in other useful occupation.
It is in these sleepy hollows that
one has to look May 21) for the cele
bration of the once popular festival
known as Oak-Apple day. The (late Is
(he anniversary of the birth of King
Charles 11 in 1G30, and of his “glori
ous” restoration to the throne 30 years
later.
Among the earliest acts of parlia
ment, passed on his return to power,
was one enacting “That In all suc
ceeding ages the 20th of May be cele
brated in every church and chapel in
England, and the dominions thereof,
by rendering thunks to God for the
king's peaceable restoration to actual
possession and exercise of his legal
authority over his subjects!”
BE A BOOSTER I
TRADE AT HOMB1
TAKE THE HOME PAPER I

As to paying compliments, Ezra,
let’s not forget that to many folks
nonsense Is Incense.

Don't make light of the fat man
who Is trying to reduce, he's only try
ing to mend bis weighs.
The person who determines at all
costs to make his day dreamt come
true need never wake up.

Moving Day
To the householder whose library is contained
in Globe-Wernicke Sectional Bookcases, mov
ing day has lost one of its greatest terrors.
Without disturbing the books the sections
are moved one at a time and set up in their
new location—no handling of Txioks with
soiled hands or damaging of bindings.

In making good, the speed at which
we travel matters less than the direc
tion In which we're goinB
Still, It's better to kepp on winding
up the old alarm clock every night
than to wake up some morning to find
one's affairs wound up by the sheriff.
A good swimmer ought easily to
realize that keeping one’s head above
the waters of failure depends a good
deal on how one handles defeat.—
Brooklyn Eagle.

SALES TAX FAVORED
Things we favor a stiff sales tax

Silk shirts.
Garlic.
Jazz records.

JACK O’LANTERN.
“Well, what are you doing?" asked
BlHio Brownie.
‘‘I’m waiting for
Halloween," said
Mr. Jack O'Lantern.
“Do you think I
am handsome?" he
asked
after a
moment.
“Very hand
some said Billie
Brownie,
"1 was made by
a very fine boy,”
saldxJack O’Lantern. “I thought
he would make me
handsome. I waa
pretty sure that
be would. I was
a little nervous
“Cutting My
when he was cut
Nose.”
ting out my nose
for fear he'd give me a crooked nose.
“But lie didn’t; no, be didn’t. I have
a fine nose, haven’t I?"
“Indeed your nose Is a thing of
beauty,” said Billie Brownie.
And my eyes are nice, eh?” asked
Jack O’l.antern.
“There Is nothing the matter with
your eyes,” grinned Billie Brownie.
“Good," said Jack O'Lantern.
“And,” he added after a moment, “I
have just one more question to ask
you.”

Your Money Back
If You Want It

REM-OLA
for PILES
must give you prompt relief from
Piles, Hemorrhoids and other ano
rectal troubles—or your Vnoney is
returned without question. That
shows our confidence in it. Can
you afford to pass up this oppor
tunity to test this reliable prep
aration in your own home—at our
risk? Mail us a dollar now—or
write for generous FREE SAM
PLE. Sent prepaid in plain, sealed
wrapper.
•
HENRY THAYER A
CO, * INC.
Established 1847
CAMBRIDGE 39 — BOSTON, MASS.

Protessional&flusinessCanf
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
437 MAIN STREET

HNn: 3 te 12 A. M.i I te I P. M.
Neeteeeee, 21 Fettet Street. Tet 931-J.
Odin Teltakoae 493-W.

DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist
ORTHODONTIA (atralthteelkf teeth)
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLERB
299 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
Swear Block...............Foot ot Part Street
OMee Hours: 9 to 12: I te 3.
TEL. 74S-M.

“By all means, ask it,” said Billie
Brownie.
“I do hope you feel like admiring
B. H. KELLER, M. D.
ni.v mouth," said Jack O'Lanteru. “It
Motorcycles.
Is such a nice big mouth.’’
75 MAIN STREET, THOMASTON
"It ts a nice big mouth,” laughed
Facial massages.
_
I
Billie Brownie. “Yes, I think you’re ORIee Hours—Uatll 9 a. n.i I to I; 7 It • a a.
Tales heat 141-I
a fine fellow, and I love the head piece
a-tf
British literary lecture*
of a bit of green stalk you wear at the
top of your head. It makes you look Dr*. T. L & Ruth McBesth
South Sea Island "romance."
quite dashing.
Osteopathic Physicians
“And I’m sure your candle will shine
Longevity nostrums.
through you beautifully when It Is
« UNION STREET, ROCKLAND.
Films that "bare the human soul.’ lighted," Billie Brownie added.
H0UR8: COO A M. TO CM P. M.
“And then I will go'calling," said EVENINGS A BUNDAYS BY APPOINTMERT
Jack O’Lantern. “What joy that will
TELEPHONE IM
1-tt
Parisian histories of the war.
»
l>e!
“Yes, I will go calling on many
DAVIS & STURM
N. P. L. memberships.
people, and I will sit on their door
Chiropractors
steps all by myself with no one to tell
Bootleggers’ wares.
Palmar School Graduates
me what to do and no one to tell me
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINS
There really is no end to such a bow to act.
Houri: 2 to 5 I’, M Daily;
“For I will know how to act. I will 6.30 to 7.30
list.—Kansas City Stai>
Monday, VVedneaday and Saturday
smile at the people and that Is why 1
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
120-tf
am glad my mouth is big, for If 1
THEIR SECRET AMBITIONS
hadn't a big mouth I migbn't look as
DR. G D. NORTH
though I were smiling. I mightn't look
Dante—To be a policeman.
Physician
andX Ray Operatot
as though I were grinning my best
grin.
OFFICE. IS Stock Street. ROCKLAMR
Lord Nelson—To be a soldier.
OFFICc. HOURS: Uatll 0 a. B.
“I tell you, Billie Brownie, I’m a
i:M Io 3:00 aod 7:3C t» 3:03 a.
cheerful
fellow.
1
never
say
anything
When you buy sectional bookcases there is a
David Garrick—To be a clown.
TELEPHONE 712
00Ml
that Is cross.,
moral obligation assumed by the makers to
“Now the boy who was making me
Diogenes—To live In a palace.
sell you additional sections when wanted.
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
had had such an unkind thing said to
The stability of The Globe-Wernicke Co., the
him the other day. I am sure the per
Osteopathic Physician
Grimaldi—To be a tragedian.
originators " and largest manufacturers of
son who said it didn't realize how un
>6 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND, MAIM
sectional bookcases in the world, is your
kind It was.
Velasquez—To be a bullfighter.
Hoora 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
guarantee that additional sections can always
“Well, the person said to this boy:
Evoninia by Appointment
be obtained.
Tclepkoao 323.
1-tf
“ ‘I remember you In your baby car
Chopin—To keep a candy store.
riage and I used to hold you in my
To this guarantee add the superiority of
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Beau Brummel—To be a vagabond. aims when you were Just a little bit
Globe-Wernicke construction and finish and
of a baby.’
OMoo: VINAL BLOCK, THOMASTON
you have the reason for three-fourths of all
“Now you know, Billie Brownie, no
Mpdusa—To be admired for her
O«oo Hours: I te 3 aad 7 to • P. M.
the sectional bookcases in use being Globeone wants to have that saidtto them.
beauty.
Wemicke.
Of course I don't think the person Rooiaoaeo uatll 0 A. M. aad ky Aaoatataaal
TELEPHONES: RetMeaae, 41-4! Oflea. 143.
Helen of Troy—To be admired for meant to be unkind but no boy likes to
SS-tf
Our catalog illustrates many period designs
he met and told of how he was car
her wisdom.
and styles—ask for it.
ried when he was a baby.
DR. J. G HILL
“He doesn't like to talk of the (lays
Catherine the Great—To live In a
when he was a baby. And he doesn’t Residence and Office, 205 Main Street
cottage.
like to be told every few moments that Office Hourai
Rockland, Mat
The Duke of Wellington—To be a he has grown. He knows that without 10 to 11 A. M.; 1 to I P. M.; «to » P. M,
361 Main St., Rockland, Me.
being told!
sailor.
lM-tf
“Dear me. some people are thought
less
at
times,
Billie
Brownie.
Lady Godlva—To be the bestWe are sole agents for the famous GLENWOOD
“But I never make any unkind EMERY B. HOWARD, D.D.S.
dressed woman In the world.—Car
RANGES and PIPELE^ FURNACES. Courteous
speeches. Of course I cannot talk.
toons Magazine.
salesmen will help you in every possible way to make
But even if I could talk I wouldn't
DENTIST
say anything like that.
the best selections.
POPULAR SCIENCE
“A pale green bug came to call on
Interchangeable gelatine slides fea me today,” Jack O'Lantern went on, 407 Main St., Rockland, Me.
ture a new lamp for lighting store “and this bug was
a
fine looking
JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORR
windows with any color tint or com
one. He hopped
binations of tints desired.
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
like a grasshop
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
per and he had
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
Recent experiments of Injecting ap
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EM.
long feelers. He
LARGING.
pendicitis patients with serum are
didn’t frighten me
said to have been so successful that
170 Main St. Rockland, Ma.
in the least, and
operations with the knife may soon be
W. A. JOHNSTON. RES. PHO.
and I didn’t turn
abolished.
. • -■ . .-ir
>u'O- ./* \- ’ .•
a hair.”
“I don’t sup
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
Wasps' nests are said to take fire
pose you could
a. B. 8IL8BY. 8ur|eea
risking Mrs. Shady's father. Mr. very often because of chemical action have turned a
ROCKVILLE
X-BIT* Operator
of the wax on the nfaterlal of the nest
Moon.
hair when you
George
Wentworth
of
Rockport
has
Itself.
This
might
explain
some
mys

35 S0MME1 STREET, XOCXLABB
Run down cellar and bring up a jar
have no hairs,"
employed several men to cut wood terious fires.
TELEPHONE 1tt
laughed Billie
of field strawberries.
for him on the Oliver Holmes estate.
Brownie.
Weather like this reminds us that
Miss Lottie Ewell, Mrs. Ida BarBy means of cylindrical attach
“I suppose not,’
we must stay at home and pot corn J rows, and daughter Faroline were the ment at the back of bis car, which
GEORGE W. FOSTER
said Jack O'Lan
run
into
Rockland
I
Sunda
>
’
Ruests
ot
Mr
'
and
Mra
'
Lt
"
because we can
ends In an ear-piece close to him, the tern, "but then, I
“A Nice Big
man
Oxton
in
West
Rockport.
Dealer in Pianos
to the movies.
driver of a heavy motortruck can now
Miss Leola Tolman recently visited
wouldn’t
have
Mouth.”
Our little village was certainly on
hear other traffic approaching from be done so anyway.
Mrs.
Wesley
Thurston,
in
Rockport.
Fine Tuning
the entertaining list Thanksgiving
Mrs. Vesper Hall is doing fine at hind.
For I was made by a fine boy and I
Day. At the home of Mr. and Mrs.
present.
The
little
new
lady
has
been
75
Cedar
Street. Tel. 572-M
must
act
like
a
fine
boy's
Jack
O
’
Lan

W. H. Clough were Miss Margaret
In the art of making and using pa tern and mustn’t be frightened by any-'
Crandon, Mis. Lenora Fores, Mrs. christened Ethel Louise.
We must not forget our “shut-ins.’’ per we are not in line with the Chi thlpg like that.
Maude Bradley, Winslow Keene, and
Fred Keene. Fred wore a white col They are Mrs. Hannah Wotton, Mrs. nese and other Asiatics, who not only
“Well, Billie Brownie, I see my FRANK H. INGRAHAM
lar, but don't tell anyone.—Mr. and Lucia Stevens and John S. Ranlect. make the finest paper In the world, but mnster Is coming to me now. Night
Attorney at Law
The Community Club will meet as ' apply it to all sorts of uses, making
Mrs. F. W. Robbins entertained Mrs.
Is coming on and I’m going calling.
usual
Thursday.
Dec.
1,
at
3.30
A
'
SPECIALTY:
PROBATE PRACTICE
window
panes,
umbrellas,
fans,
sand

Grace Richardson, Mrs. Roy Mac
I tell you I am excited. Oh, but I’m
431 MAIN STREET : : ROCKLAND, ME.
Dermott and children of Camden. Syl. shower of Thanksgiving cards was1 als and even clocks and garments of it.
Just as excited as I can be. I shall '•teak-cu—OMe,. 46a House. M9-W. 39-»
Barrows and Mrs. Thayer were at the sent by the dub members to mem
enjoy this evening, I know.
home of Mrs. Nettie Bahbidge. Mr. bers of the home department.
“Good-by!
He's coining for me
ODD FACT?
and Sirs. Leman Oxton of West Rock
L R. CAMPBELL
Poisons accumulate in the system when the
now!"
•
port were at the Ewell homestead. kidneys are siuggsh—blotches and bad com
Mr. and Mrs. Len Knowles of Ja plexion result—take Hood's Sarsaparilla —
The fig seems to have originated
Attorney at Law
adv.
maica Plain and Harvey Knowles of
around the Mediterranean, particularly
Baah!
Rockland were guests of Mr. and
in Syria, Palestine. '*
Special Attention te Probate Matters
Teacher—Jane, can you tell me who
Every Issue of The Courier-Gazette
Mrs. Enoch Rawley. Reports from
<79 MAIN STREET !
: ROOKLAMB. MB.
succeeded Edward VI?
all have been satisfying, with'one ex- ! ?arrle8
home newB of Knox count7
White Russia In the wes', Ukranla
Jane—Mary.
ception. One man ate so much that to eve? State ,n the ljnlon and te
in the south, Don, Tourldl, Kuban,
. was sick
ii.,
,
,but such
■_ m#nv
fnrpten lands
Teacher—Now, I.uey, who followed
EDWARD K. GOULD
he
for two days;
____________________________________
_
Terek and Georgia In the southeast Mary?
things are forgivable on Thanksgiv
have
declared
themselves
free
soviet
I.uey
(absent-mindedly)
—
Her
little
ing Day.
Attorney at Law ,
republics, v
lamb.
Mrs. Leslie Lamson was in Rock
port recently.
This may so.und
:ORWFR TILLROR RVF. aad MAIM BTRCRT
All Popular Sheet
strange, but It is true, that Mrs. Lam
Austria’s Sat! Monopoly.
son has ducks that go to roost.
Music 25c
We have been informed by one of
ARTHUR L. ORNE
•HIS PAPER Reaches the The Austrian monopoly on salt
Specials, 15c
ruined all the salt Industries for a
the young men of our village that his
PEOPLE OF PUR. period of 14C years. There are no
Insurance
saw horse has a wooden leg.
STUDLEY’S
CHASING POWER In data up to the time of the partition
Mrs.' Harriet Annis of Camden was I
to A. J. Entiat A Ot.
MUSIC DEPT.
the guest of Mrs. Georgia Lamson !
This Neighborhood More Effec ing of Poland, but It can safely be IT
4TRFFT • • • WnCKLAMB. MAIBV
over the weekend.
said that (he salt mines of Galicia sup
Headquarters for
tively Than Any Other Medium, plied about 100,01)0 tons of salt yearly,
Harry Patridge is visiting his pa- j
Brunswick Phonographs
rents in Saco.
and No One Who Desires to Gain Wlelleczka about 24,000 tons and
and Records
A G MOORE
Mrs. Aubigne Haskell has returned
125-tff
Their
Attention Can Afford to Bochnla 17,000 tons. There were no
from Rockland, where she has been
PIANO TUNER
salt mines In Poland In the year
the guest of Mrs. W. O’Neil.
Negloct Its Advertising Columns. other
1772.—Baltimore American.
Artichokes.

Globe-Wernicke
Sectional Bookcases

a.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

T
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Every-Other-Day
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LOBSTERS GALORE

^vy *7fas

MATINICUS
With lobsters at their present price,
it doesn't require a particularly dis
cerning prophet to predict that the
families of the lobstermen will put very
little fat on their “inwards" this win
ter.
The United States is now spending
vast
sums
of money
in
order
that the people of China and Russia
may not perish from exposure—ex
posure, mind you, and yet—and yet—
Sayj Just take a look at the women
and girls of our own country.
In the future the Provident Life and
Trust Co. of Philadelphia will be rep
resented in Knox Co. by Harold E
Ames of Matmicus with headquarters
in Rockland.
The Luc0 R. met with a warm re
ception upon her brief visit to our
hospitable shores.
Winter made his bow too early this
year—too, too early.
As in all other subjects there are two
sides to this "trade at home" question.
Speaking for, and as one of them
venture to say that the people will
trade where experience has proved
that they can get the most for their
money, not only in the value of goods
bought, but also In service, depend
ability and satisfaction. Any concern
catering to the public, whether a home
merchant or a mail order house needs
to bear this in mind.
j
Owing to the severe snowstorm
which raged here all day and through
the evening, on Thanksgiving, the ex
ercises scheduled to take place in the
church on that date, were postponed.
However, the weather had no deleter
ious effect on appetite, and the va
rious family eats took place, as
planned.
Little question for today: Get any of
the firewater that was looted from the
wreck?

Priest’s Indigestion Powder
It is the result of the work of an expert Chemist who for fifteen years tried to find a pre
paration that would cure him of nervous indigestion, and its accompanying Sour Stomach. Palpi
tation of the Heart, Gassy Flatulence, Belching of Wind, Sick Headache, Dizziness and Pains in the Right
Side resembling appendicitis, caused by malassimilation of food. It is never too late to try. Don’t fail to
send for a free sample. Large Hospital size bottles $1.50; gooij sized bottles, 50c, at all druggists, or by
mail post paid $1.56 and 52c.
Bought at all drug stores, or sent
Use PRIEST’S REGULATORS- An Ideal Tonic Laxative
direct, price 26 cents a bottle.

QneReasonWhy

PRIEST’S PHARMACY, Bangor, Me.
Please send me free sample of PRIEST’S INDIGESTION
POWDER, and I will give it a trial.
Name............................... Address ..................................

tragedy, and other characters all of
■•hom are component parts of a most
consistent story of modern life. "La
dies Must Live” is a picturization of a
story by Alice Duer Miller which was
published in the Saturday Evening
Post. It is a dramatic and appealing
picture.—adv.

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS

Stunning gowns are worn today in
PAHSON 'LOW 7>E I>EBIL
the beautiful Cosmopolitan picture
SWINE
GIT DAT MAN
called “Enchantment.” Marion Davies
WHUT ROK MAH CHICKEN
is the star and has the role of a society
ROOS' E.UT AH AIN' KEER
flapper who is taught a lesson by her
wealthy father.
NOTHIN' BOUT DE DEB1L
SPORTING BREVITIES
Of course there's lots of action in
!
GWINE GIT 'IM--AH WANTS
any picture that Wallace Reid stars in,
Isabel Ames is managing the girls’
1>E FO-LICE T' GIT ’IM!!
and when you see "The Hell Diggers" basketball team in Camden High :
Wednesday you’ll say so. Dealing school until the return of Catherine !
with a subject new to the screen—the Bennett.
• . • •
giant dredgers in the gold fields of
Thomas Bates has been elected cap
California, the story is one of tremen
dous action and genuine dramatic tain of the Morse High school football |
thrills. Mr. Reid is a sturdy dredge- team next season: Elford Stover will
man in the story and when he falls in captain the baseball team. The Morse ■
love and runs counter to the interests High basketball team is trying to ar- i
of his unscrupulous employers, things range a game for Dee. 16 with Rock
begin to happen. Lois Wilson heads land High. Twenty boys have re-i
a strong supporting east.
sponded to the call for recruits in that
It is conceded even by woman hat- school.
era that ladies must live, be they rich
or poor, or ambitious or otherwise.
John 13. McCobb has been elected
How some of them manage to do so ! captain of the Camden High school
ia adequately shown by ‘Toadies Must, football team for next season, which
Live,” which will be shown Thursday will be his last with that team. The
and Friday. In this delightful atuj! Herald says: “His work at tackle in
appealing story, Betty Compson hasfthe Lincoln Academy and Rockland
the role of a young girl who has been games has been noteworthy. He is
reared by her rich brother-in-law and very popular among the students and
whose penniless father plans to marry j is on® of the best scholars in the High
Copyright, 1921 by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.
her off to some rich man in order that school. With John at the helm next
his income, derived from his son-in- fall we may look forward to another
PLEASANT POINT
law, may be increased. But there is successful season.”
another woman who. has similar plans
The jingle, of sleigh bells is once
to obtain an easy living and the two
When you purchase at Burpee’s ask again heard in our land.
lash with interesting results. Then for a coupon for the boy’s and girl’s
Lobsters are selling now for 12 cents
there is a waif whose love proves a present.
140 a pound.
A. W. Maloney had a most enjoy
able call at the home of Mr. Mason at
Broad Cove last Tuesday, where he re
'M The’ Sign
moved Waldo Page and his two dogs
North National B antT"
to the home of Levi Ulmer, where Mr.
Page Is to board.
Capt. Otis Thompson and family of
Monhegan are visiting at Richard ShuUNCLE SAM
i mans’.
R. B. Fillmore, Miss Annie Fillmore
, and Miss Belle Orne, who have been
THE FINANCIAL CHEMIST
i spending a few days at Ansel Orne’s,
I have returned to their home in ThomIt is good "for us sometimes to consider
i aston.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stone, David
how our Banks have helped to develop our
Thompson and Mrs'.’ Willie Bradford
National Resources.
i were in Glenmere last Tuesday, where
! they attended the funeral of Mrs.
Without their help much of our so-called
Samuel Davis,
national wealth would not be at our dis
Mrs. Grace Maloney is confined to
posal. The Federal Reserve System has
i the house with a severe attack of
been a factor of immense importance in placing these Na
I bronchial asthma.
tional gifts at the door of mankind.
Mrs. Katie Moor? is visiting at the
Maybe we can help develop our own business in the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Gertrude
same way but on a smaller scale.
Miller, at South Cushing.
Several of our young men are doing
1854 NORTH NATIONAL BANK 1921
a thriving business trapping.
They
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET—ROCKLAND. MAINE
report skunks very numerous.
Quite a bit of excitement prevailed
here Friday afternoon when a large
deer was seen by several of the men.
They all started out with guns in pur
suit, but the deer eluded them and
lumped from the wharf near the Gray
cottage and swam to St. George.
Next Saturday evening is election of
officers at Acorn Grange. It is hoped
there will be a large attendance. Please
bring pencils and paper.

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

’

KINGMAN & HEARTY, INC.
%a,tf cn (AcC/fypfe*

APPLES

SHIP US
nothing but

SPECIALTY

APPLES

Musto Turp

BOSTON

20 North Side Feneuil Hall Market
“In the Heart of the Market"

MASS.

Scratch Feed
Poultry Feed

Mash
Hay Presses
Write for Catalog

Ice Tools etc:

Kendall £1 Whitney
Portland,Maine

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Deposits of ONE DOLLAR or more may be made on
any business day during office hours.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

TENANTS HARBOR

Mr. and Mrs. Manfred Humphrey
were in Rockland Saturday.
The masquerade ball held at Odd
Fellows’ hall was largely attended,
every one being in costume. Prizes
were awarded to the best and worst
dressed couple. Emily Stratton was
the best dressed and Herbert Hawkins
won the booby prize. Ices were served
at intermission. Music was by Smalley
Hawkin, Monaghan & Monaghan.
About 50 members of Puritan Re
bekah lodge attended their meeting
Thanksgiving evening and had a
chicken dinner, consisting of coffee,
creamed potatoes, turnip, squash, sal
ads, dressing, jellies, pumpkin, squash,
custard and date pies, and an abun
dance of fruits and assorted nuts.
The supper committee consisted of
Laura Rawley, Ernestine Barter and
Florence Cook. Four eandidates were
initiated to membership: Emily Strat
ton, Herbert Bryant, Edmund Ulmer
and Men'll Watts. At the next reg
ular meeting several names will be
balloted upon . Mention should he
made of the orchestra which rendered
some beautful selections, and gave the
degree staff a march which was full of
highly appreciated their music. Come
pep. Every one was wide awake and
again orchestra. The visitors includ
ed Mrs. Bryant. Dorothy Hill, Almond
Hall, janitor, William Barter and Mr.
and Mrs. Tucker.
Funeral services of Charles Crocker
were held Sunday afternoon at the
Baptist church, of which he was a
member.
Albion Williams and Merritte Clark
have employment in Rockland.
I Mrs. Ella Alley was a Thanksgiving
guest of her niece in Thomaston.

APPLETON
Harry Miller, our village blacksmith,
has bought a new ox brake and Is
now prepared to shoe oxen as well as
horses.
Willis Miller has bought the hotel
property find moved in and will repair
in the spring. He also bought the
Kellar farm.
Joseph Wentworth has bought a
new Dodge car.
Dr. Kellar of Thomaston Is in town
on a hunting trip.
Miss Glenys Hall, with her aunt,
Mrs. Julia' KjHs, is in Portland for
two weeks’ visit with, her aunt, Mrs,
Mildred Tingley.
Mr. Cronkhite moved his goods to
Brooklin Friday.
Clarence Ames shot a fine deer re
cently.

There is not a place in Rockland
that is so joyful as the Toyland at
Burpee’s.
140

How Uncle Sam Spends

Your Money in Conduct

CASCMM#OI1ININ[
By EDWARD G. LOWRY

IJ

ILL’S C. B. Q. Tablets are best by test.
** Try this simple experiment:
1. Drop a C. B. Q. Tablet in a glass of dear
water.
2. Instantly the tablet begins disintegrating
or “breaking up.”

3. In 10 seconds the medied properties are
thoroughly mixed with water.

PARK THEATRE

, 17.30 a in . tl-15 |» nr
Bangor, A 57.03 a
Bath. A 57.00 a. m., 17.30 a. in.. tl Li p.
A|4.30p ni
Bistort. A57.00 a. m . 17.30 a tn . tl 45 p m
Brunt wick. A §7.00 a in . t?-30 a tn tL4»p tn.
Lcwiiion. AS7.00a.m.. |7.30a. in., tl.l5p.nt
New York. T 1.43 p. in.
Haitian 1. A57.00 a. ri . 47.30 « m . t! 45 p m
Waterville. Af7.00a.tn.. 47 30 a m. 41,15 p.m.
Woolwich. §7.00 a. tn.. t? 30 a. in . |1.15 p m .
11.30 p. tn.
t Daily, except Sunday
§ Sunday oniy>
A Passenger* provide own ferriage between Woolwich and Bath.
P. C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS,
9-25-21 V. P. & Gen'l Mgr. Gen'l Passenger Agt.

ing Your Business

Acts On The Spot

Alonzo' Farrar, who is attending
Business College at Auburn, spent
the Thanksgiving vacation with his
grandmother, Mrs. Addie O. Farrar at
Razorville.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Howard and
baby Willard of Union spent Thanks
giving at W. E. Overlock's. Straw
berries picked from Mr. Howard’s
vines Thanksgiving morning was a
part of the treat.
The ponds froze over Saturday
morning, ,jThis is the same date they
closed last year.
\
Irvin and Alton Hibbert, who have
employment at the State Hospital at
Augusta, spent Thanksgiving with
their brother, Ralph Hibbert. They
also had for Thanksgiving guests Mr.
and Mrs Clarence Hibbert and son
and Harry A. Howes from this place
and two more guests from Augusta.
Sebra Crooker has purchased the
W. W. Dowe shops at Washington,
recently used by Mr. Paule for a
garage.
The several "shooting matches” on
Thanksgiving Day were well attended
and some good shoots were made.
The recent rains were very much ap
preciated by all as they filled up the
wells so it is possible to get enough
water to use. The snow that came
Thanksgiving was not enough to make
good sleighing, though some are going
on runners. The Rural Carrier, Mr.
Knowlton, on the Liberty Route No. 1,
went in a sleigh Friday and with a
wagon Saturday. These are the first
trips he has not used his car.
Charles Pinkham of Union is visit
ing Mrs. Harriet Howard.

PRIEST DRUG CO, Bangor, Ma.

Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland fot
nugusta. A|7.0Ga. m. t'JiOa.m., f!.15p tn.

Where Your
Taxes Go

It may be that you have been trying to find something
that would heli) your stomach trouble. Have you ever used

RAZORVILLE

A Muatard and Turpentine Ointment
for Congestion, Aches, Paine and In
flammation. At all Druggiata. Priea
26c, to any addroaa.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

SUCCESS COMES ONLY 10 THOSE WHO PERSISTENTLY KEEP TRYING

How the New Arrangement
In Nova Scotia Is Scuttling
Prices and Flooding the
Markets.
Apropos of Director Crie's appeal
the following special despatch from
Eastport will be read with interest by
the public, and anything like pleasure
by Maine's lobster tiRhermen:
“Under a special arrangement of the
Canadian government the great num
bers of lobster fishermen along the
shores of Nova Scotia were allowed to
set out their traps Monday, Nov. 1, and
gather up all shellfish to be obtained
up to Dec, 16 when these boatmen
will have a close season until early
next Spring. The Charlotte county,
N. B„ Canada, lobster fishing season
opened Nov. 15 and runs until May 24,
and by allowing the Nova Scotia fisher
men tp have six weeks extra fishing in
Bay of Fundy and along the Atlantic
shores of their waterways it will cause
prices to drop so that the average per
son In the New England cities now
may enjoy these crustaceans at far
more reasonable prices than usually
on the opening of each season.
“New Brunswick lobster fishermen,
from the opening of their fishing sea
son Nov. 15 to late in May for years
had no opposition from their fellow
countrymen, for this is the first time
the new law has been put into force.
Although It means only six weeks lob
ster fishing in Nova Scotia waters it
should be sufficient time to gather up
and stock the New England markets
with the finest quality of lobster meat
to be obtained as these prolific shell
fish abound in Dominion waters close
to Nova Scotia and are well known to
New England consumers.
“Veteran Canadian fishermen reach
ing this port this week from various
parts of Passamaquoddy Bay and Bay
of Fundy state that there are plenty
of lobsters in these waters and just as
soon as the law allows them to oper
ate there will' be many thousands of
traps set out with suitable feed to
snare the appetizing shellfish.
"Just how this early opening of the
fidhing season will affect the catches of
lobsters of Passamaquoddy Bay, and
neighboring waters, is yet to be de
termined, for if strings of lobster traps
are moored at various spots in the Bay
of Fundy. near its mouth there may
not be such large quantities later
reaching further up the bay or reach
ing Passamaquoddy Bay.
“Just a year ago lobsters were sell
ing for 70 cents each or two to three
pounds, and late In December jumped
to 90 cents each, but the size did not
Increase to any noticeable extent. It is
expected that prices will not be f«tr
from 20 cents per pound later in No
vember when many boatloads reach
Eastport to be shipped to Portland
Boston and even New York markets
and if^ihe lobsters are not of large size
they will be in demand."
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Thus, Hill's C. B. Q. Tablets act immedi
ately, give relief without delay and begin
checking Colds and La Grippe long before
ordinary tablets, by actual test, are ab
sorbed by the stomach juices. To prove
this, subject other than C. B. Q. Tablets to
the test, and observe that in most instances
an hour or more is required for complete
disintegration.
Demand C. B. Q. Tablets in red box
bearing Mr. Hill's portrait and signature.
At All Druggists—30 Cents
W.

H. HILL COMPANY, DETROIT

<SW)

MARTINSVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Keene of St.
George, Mrs. Mary Wheeler and Mrs.
Celestia Harris spent Thanskgiving
with Mr. and Mrs. William Barter at
the old homestead.
Walter Simmons of Tenant's Harbor
spent Thanksgivng with his sister,
Mrs. Theresa Hooper.
Montford Hupper has gone to Mass
achusetts, having enlisted in the coast
guard.
A party of young people gave a sur
prise party recently at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Montford Hupper.
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs. Le
roy Hupper. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Pierson. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mason,
Mrs. Wallace Watts, Mrs. William
Thompson, Mrs. Oscar Stanley, Miss
Lena Harris and Leo B. Hooper. The
evening was very pleasantly spent by
playing games, after which a treat was
served. At a late hour the guests de
parted for their homes.
Mr. and Mrs. William Harris and
daughter Margaret and Mrs. Rose
Hupper spent Thanksgiving with Jo
siah Hupper.
Walter
Simmons, Mrs.
Teresa
Hooper, and Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Hup
per were in Rockland Friday and at
tended the pictures.

Stories of
Great Scouts

By Elmo
Scott
Watson

©, Western Newspaper Union.

HOW KIT CARSON FOUGHT A
DUEL AND WON A WIFE

The Green River country In Wyom
ing was a famous rendezvous for trap|iers in the old days, and in 1835 many
of them were gathered there. One was
Captain Shunar, a French bully, who
had aroused the anger of several of the
American trappers by Ills offensive
manner toward a young Arapaho girl
In a camp nearby. The girl feared
the Frenchman and appealed for pro
tection to a young tinnier named Kit
Carson.
Learning of tills Shunar, In an effort
to bring about a quarrel with Carson,
rode about the camp one day carrying
a loaded rifle and declaring that ull
Americans were cowards, deservin
only a whipping with a hickory switch.
At last Carson faced the Frenchman
“I am an American, and If you are
determined to die, I am your man
lie said. The Frenchman hesitated
at this defiance.
Leaping to his horse, Ills pistol in
hand, Carson demanded of Shunar:
“Am I the man you are looking for?”
“No,” replied Sliunar, but he raised
his nrtn to shoot.
The two men fired at the same time.
The Frenchman’s bullet grazed Carson's scalp and the powder burned his
fare. The American's shot shattered
Shunar’s forearm and he died from
the effects of the wound soon after
wards,
Carson came to love the Indian
girl he had befriended, and later they
were married hy the Indian ceremony.
In 1838 she became his wife in a
Christian marriage.
Kit Carson was one of the most ro
mantic figures in frontier history.
Born In Kentucky in 18011, lie ran
away from home and joined n enra
van on the Santa Fe trail. From 1829
to 1843 he was a trapper and trailer
In the Rockies. Then he guided Gen
eral Fremont to the Great Salt Lake
and California, and was n scout for
“The Pathfinder" In the Mexican war.
Carson was an Indian fighter, too.
He defeated the Nuvajoes so disas
trously that they never again seri
ously threatened the white man. Me
whipped tile Kiowas and Cotnanclies
at the first great battle fought nt
tlie Adobe Walls. Then in his later
years lie became an Indian agent, and
the red men who had once fought him
lenrned to love him and to cull him
“Father Kit."
Finally the old senut settled down
In his home in Taos, N’.^M. In 1868
he went to Fort Lyon. Colo., to visit
his son. There lie fell 111 and died
May 23.

Author ’*Washington Close-Ups,” “Banks and
Financial Systems.” etc. Contributor Political
and Economic Articles to Leading Periodicals
and a Writer of Recognised Authority on the
National Government’s Business Methods.

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.

Copyright, Western Newspaper Union

BANGOR LINE
FALL SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST

III.

Leave Rockland

Tuesday 8, Thursdays aad

WARS EAT UP THE TAXES Saturdays at 8 p m , for Boston.

When 1 set out to discover for you
where the money you pay as federal
taxes goes I did not have far to look.
It goes for wars, past, present and
prospective. Last year a little over 90
per cent of the national income went
that way. In the report of the secre
tary of the treasury submitted to con
gress in December, 1920, he remarks:

Return—Leave Boston Mondays, Wednesday!
and Fridays at 5 p n».
Leave Rockland Tuesdays. Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 a nr, Camden 5 43 a m , Bel
fast 7 15 a. tn.. Bucksport 9 a. m.. Winterport
9.30 a nr, due Bangor 10 a m.
Leave Bangor Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat
urdays at 2 p ni , W nterport 2.45 p tn..
Bucksport 3 30 p m., Belfast f» p tn , Camdea
6 15 p. m , Rockland 8 p in , due Boston fol
lowing morning about 7 am.
MT. DESERT AND BLUE HILL LINES
Bar Harbor Line—Bluehill Line
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 a. nr for Bar Harbor, Bluehill
and way landings
Return—Leave Bar Harbor 1 p. nr, Bluehill
12.30 p. m, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Satur
days for Rockland and way landings
At Boston connection is made with the Met
ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
New York via the ('ape Cod Canal.
F S. SHERMAN, Supt
It S. SHERMAN. Agt.
Rockland
Rockland

An analysis of government expenditures
for the fiscal year 1920, on the basis of
daily treasury statements, develops tlie
striking fact that of the net ordinary dis
bursements of $11,403,000,000 about 90 per
cent consisted of expenditures under the
following heads:
Purchase of obligations of for
eign governments .....................J 421,000,000
War department ...................
1,611,000,00?
Navy department .......................... 736,000,000
Shipping board ............................. 631,000.000
Federal control of transporta
tion systems and payments
to the railroads under the
transportation act, 1920 ........... 1,037,000,000
Interest on the public debt....... 1,020,000,000
The direct route between
Pensions ........................................... 213.000,000 ROCKLAND. yUJALHAVEN. NORTH HA VEIL
STONINGTON
ISLE AU HAUT AND
War-risk Insurance .................... 117,000,000 1
SWAN’S ISLAND
Purchase of federal farm-loan
........................................
30.000,000
------bonds .............................................
____________ Winter Arrangement

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

Total

...............................................$5,716,000,000 -

Substantially all the expenditures
entering into this total, and n large {
share of tlie expenditures on various
aiinor accounts, represent burdens di
rectly traceable to the war, to past
wars or to preparedness for future
wars. 'Jtiese figures serve to indicate
die direction which sincere efforts to
reduce the cost of the government
must take.
Then 1 found Mr. Gilbert, the under
secretary of the treasury, saying:
There has been much Idle talk to the
effect that the excessive cost of govern
ment is due to inefficiency and extrava- J
fiance in the executive departments.
Without doubt there has bjyn waste and
inefficiency in tlie various government de
partments and establishments, and much
tan be accomplished, and has already
been accomplished, by the introduction
of efficient and economic methods of ad
ministration and the elimination of du
plication and unnecessary work. It might
well be possible to save as much as
t30.000.0u0 or J100.000.000 by careful and sci
entific reorganization of tile government's
business.
The figures show that over 90 per j
cent of the total annual expenditures I
of the government are related to war. I
Out of total expenditures during 1920 of I
about $6,400,000,000, about
billions rep
resented expenditures directly traceable j
to the war, to past wars, or to prepared
ness for future wars. Of this, about
$2,500,000,000 went for the army and navy,
over $500,0))0,000 for the shipping board,
over $1,000,000,000 for the railroads, another
$1,000,000,000 for interest on the public debt,
almost $500,000,000 for purchase of obiiga- j
lions of foreign governments on account'
of their war expenditures, and tlie remain- 1
der for pensions, war risk allotments and
miscellaneous items related to war. An
analysis of the expenditures of the first j
six months of the fiscal year 1921 gives
similar results. The figures also show
that the total cost of running what may
he termed the civil establishment proper,
that Is to say, tire various government
departments, hoards and commissions and
the legislative establishment, have not [
much exceeded $260,000,000 even in the ab
normal war years.

(Subject to change without notice)
1.30 P. m. Monday, oct. 3IST,
1921
Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Sundays
at .5.30 A. 51. for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1 30 1’ 51 . for
Vinalhaven. Njrth Haven, Stonington, and
Swan's Island.
W -8 WHITE.
General Manager

IN

effect

STEAMPR CASTINE
will resume Winter Service on the
Camden, West Islesboro and Belfast
line
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1
and will run as follows, wind and
weather permitting:
Leave Camden at 8 o'clock a. m or on
arrival of electric car from Rockland. Leave
West Islesboro at 9 10 a. ni, arriving Belfast
10.10 a. m
Returning—Leave Belfast I 30 p m. for
above landings, arriving Camden at 3.45 p in.
Tliis boat makes connection at Belfast with
noon train for Bangor, also with Steamer Golds
enrod for Castine and West Brooksville and
stages tor Searsport and aii oilier towns out
side of Belfast.
Come and enjoy our warm cabins. Fare $1 25
to Belfast.
COOMBS BROS.. MANAGERS ... 129tf

FLORIDA
BY SEA
Two SailingH Weekly
Tuesdays and Saturdays, 3F. M.

Boston to Savannah
First Class Passenger Fares, Boston

s.Xkw« $36.65 ^‘$67.24
To St. Petersburg

To Jacksonville

$51.28

$42.82

$95.25

$78.33

Including meals and stateroom
accommodations

War Tax

additional

Pier 42, Hoosac Tunnel Docks,Boston

TU Th 12Ctf

I sought details. If more than SMI
per cent of the entire disbursements
Estate of Cassie F. Conant
NOTICE
of 1020 went for past and prospective
wars, how much had we been spend-1 The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
October 18, 1921, lie whs duly appointed exec
ing to keep the world safe for democ utor of the last will and testament of Cassie
racy? We are all familiar with the | F Conant, late of Friendship, in the County
Knox, deceased and on November 1, was
argument that the best way to prevent of
qualified to fill said trust by giving bond as
war Is to be prepared for war. I the law directs
All persons having demands against the es
thought I might find out whether that tate,
are desired to present the same for set
was true. I went hack into the rec tlement. and all Indebted thereto are required
to make payment Immediately o me < r to Rod
ords anil found thnt year by year, ney I. Thompson of Rockland, Maine, iny
from 1834 to 1919 Inclusive, the treas legally appointed Agent for Maine.
It ELLSWORTH SPEAR.
ury department had kept an account
8 S’onehurst S: , Dorchester, Mass
of the actual (llshursements—not ap November 1, 1921
Nov. 15-22-29
propriations, mind you, hut actual
money expended—of the Wnr depart
ment, the Navy department and for
pensions. When I got all tlie figures
before me I couldn't add them up.
In the bureau of internal revenue!
they loaned me a machine and an
operator, and so I know and can tell
you that from 1834 to and through
IEiJULATION FIZE WITH NAME
1919 the War Department actually dis
AND ADDRESS OK MAKER AND
bursed $23,002,390,008.65. In the same
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
period the Navy Department spent I WITH FEDERAL LAW.
$0,907,309,032.84: and pensioners of
past wars got $5,034,079,694.23.
$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
That is a thundering total of $29,-!
For Pound size
909,759,041.49 for the army and navy
Pottage 15 cents addltloui
alone, leaving out of account the
$5,034,079,094.23 for pensions.
$2.75 per 500 Sheets
I will let you decide whether any
Postage 10 cents additional
part of the twenty-nine billion dollars
spent for preparedness and for war
For each additional 100(1 sheeti ord
ered it same lime, add to the price
prevented our going to wnr or found
of first 1000, $1.00 and 16 cents post
us prepared when we went to war.
age for e»ch 1000.
Tlie 'three Items I have enumerated
are only ribs of the skeleton of the
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
cost of war preparation and aclivlty.
I have not been nble to excavate any
For Half Pound alze
Postage 10 cents additional
other detail figures. Hut it is known
thnt the war of 1812 cost about $133,$2.50 per 500 Sheets
703.880.
The cost of the Mexican wnr is esti
Postage 10 cents addiUoaai
v
mated to have been $63,005,021.
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
The total cost of the Civil wnr, tnkered at same time, add to the prios
Ing the period from June 30, 1801, to
of first 1000, $3.50 and 10 cents post
June 30, 1800, may be figured closely
age for each 1000
at $3,500,000,000.
THE
The treasury in the winter of 192021 estimated in a report sent to con
COURIER*
gross through tlie secretary that (he
GAZETTE.
cost of the World wnr to us to that
date had been $24,100,000,000, exeltt
Rockland Maine
sive of our loans to the allies and
other foreign nations.
So you see the cost of wars is go
ing up. no matter how much money
we spend hy way of preparation.

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

Shark-Fishers Make Money.
Tlie shark-fishing industry at Mayne
Island is an industrial success, accord
ing to a report from Vancouver, B. C.
Twenty to thirty sharks are not an un
common day's catch. The creatures
are of the mud-shark variety and
range in weight from one to three
tons. The skins, flesh and oil of these You Know What You Are Doing.
fish are all adaptable to commercial
Other People May Not.
uses.

TeU Them Through an Adverti*©For Immediate Action.
“Looks as if we were going to have
ment In This Paper.
disarmament.”
’’I'm glad of it." replied Uncle Rill
Bottletop. "1 hope they start right in
Every Ismie of The Courier-Gazette
inking llieir guns away from bootleg carries the home news of Knox county
to every State In the Union and te
gers and auto bandits.”
many foreign lands.

\Ve w£r\t tobeirx,
<» y€ur 41
JenjoU are ii^fveed of
AvfDDjNG Stationery*

MAINE
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THOMASTON
Arthur McDonald, who has been in<j->
the nothern part of the State for sev- :-jg
oral weeks, spent Thanksgiving at,v
home anil left Monday for Ann Arbor.
Michigan, where he will attend the
.University of Michigan.
Miss Dorothy Brennan entertained
friends Saturday afternon in honor of
lier ninth birthday.
Hand painted
place cards were used and the guests
received favors of turkeys Jilled with
candy. Delicious refreshments were
served and a delightful time enjoyed.
Mias Hazel Mitchell and -Miss Ellen
Thompson who spent Thanksgiving at
theftr homes here returned to Gorham i
M'.nilay.
Mrs. A. L. Wall and grandson Forrest
Stone left last week for Belmont,
where they are visiting Mrs. Harold
Watts.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Clark returned
Monday morning to Portland, after
spending the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. C. A. Clark.
Maynard Shaw was home from Lew
iston over Thanksgiving.
William Brazier returned Sunday to
Portland, after a few days in, town.
The members of the Baptist church
and society over fourteen years of age
nre cordially invited to an informal re
ception for Mr. and Mrs. Short at the
Baptist vestry Wednesday evening,
Jpov. 30. at 8 o’clock.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Kelloch and son
Stanley of Searsport motored here
Thursday and were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Frcil Kernald over Thanksgiving.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hall and Miss Rose
Giles of Portland, who have been vis
iting Mrs. Charles Washburn for the
past two weeks, returned home Satur
day.
Stanley Kelloch and Charles Hawson were weekend guests of Miss
Kvelyn Gray.
Mrs. Katherine Bucklin left Satur
day for Providence.
• • « •

McDonald’s Rexal! One Cent Sale
opens Thursday—runs Thursday, Fri
day and Saturday. McDonald’s Drug
Store.
141-142

WARREN
Mrs. Robert Biake, who has been
at Silsby Hospital. Rockland, the past
four weeks, is recovering rapidly from
a. very serious illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Le wis Gordon. Mr. anil
Mrs. Harry Moore and Miss Rowell of
Appcton hail a lunch at Chester
Spear's last week.
Mrs. Georgia Pendleton has sold the
milk route to Frank Davis.
Dana Newman and Sewell Vaughan
returned to Massachusetts Saturday
night.
Bernard Teague has returned to
Bath, after spending the holiday with
Ilia parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. Teague.
Neil Gray was in .town for Thanks
giving.
Mrs. Blanche Vose spent last Thurs
day with her parents, Mr. and Mrs
Edgar Crawford.
"Back to God’s Country" with Nell
Bhipman will be the attraction
Glover hall. Saturday, Dec. 3.
Mr. and Mrs. A. It. Pearsons arc vis
Itlng at Fred Mathews’.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward I’aysons spent
the holiday with his sister in Camden

The Rexall one Cent Sale
McDonald’s Drug Store. Thomaston
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Dee
3. 2 and 3.
141-142
Bring the little ones to sec toylaml
at Burpee's.
140

Pillsbury Dry Goods Go.
THOMASTON, ME.

At Your Service
Now comes the dance of the
hours, the final happy, though
anxious stampede for Christmas
Gifts. If in making your Christmas
list you have overlooked anyone,
grow not faint-hearted, but come
to Pillsbury's as early as possible
and quickly find exactly what that
person would like to have. Until the
last moment of the last hour we
will be at your service. Everything
possible will be done to make your
purchases satisfactory, so that you
and we may both look back with
satisfaction upon all that we have
done.

Store

The

PILLS3URY STUDIO

announce their opening for
the sale of

THURSDAY
DEC 1

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

DEC. 2

DEC. 3

MCDONALD’S DRUG STORE
THOMASTON, ME.

WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS and

SUPPLIES
THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu&Stf

We would be pleased to
have you call and inspect
the largest and most com
plete line we have ever
shown.

KNOX

! XMAS OPENING SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3

,
day.

Those who knew her well were impressed with her motherly spirit which
was given full play during her stay
at Good Will Farm. The boys all felt
f„r her the same affection that they
would have bestowed upon a mother
of their own. Mrs. Pratt was a di
rector and vice president of the YY. O.
Hewett Co.

STARRETT, DRY GOODS
WARREN, MAINE

$1.00

Six yards 27 in. Outing Flannel..............................

1.00

Five yards Stevens' All Linen Crash....................

1.00

13 ounce Canvas Gloves, per pair..............................

11c

CALL AND SEE OUR CHRISTMAS DISPLAY

YVe shall meet upon the Level there,
And never thence deiairt
There’s a mansion. ’Ils all ready
For cadi true and trusting heart.
There’s a mansion and a welcome
And a multitude is there.
Wlm have met ujioii die Level
And been tried upon tite Square."

Hit Activities.

Best in peace, dear dail.
Boze.

UNION
Bath Times: Mrs. D. B. Antes of
Vnion. who has been visiting in Bos •
ton arrived in Bath Wednesday to
pass the remainder of the winter as a
I
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Dura L. How
ard, Middle street.

SEMINARY

Mrs. Leha Dickey who has been at*
Silsby Hospital, Rockland, the past
three weeks, will return this week,
having recovered from a successful
operation.

BUCKSPORT, MAINE

College Preparatory Courses
Commercial and Household Arts Departments
Thorough Training in Instrumental and Vocal Music

Wanted
for hire _for... win
WANTED Bov ...sleigh
------.. or.
MRS AVSTI.X W. SMITH, at Fuller-CoIXI141-143
Davis’.
WANTED Two first-class house joiners,
nutt-utiioti. young men. not over .”,0 years pre
ferred. HERHKRT li. BARTKR. 239 Malu
Street.
ltltf
WANTED—Experienced seamstress
Lpp'.y
to MRS. SEVILLE, 15 Ocean Street. Tel. 753-1.

H0-G2

WANTED To buy apples in Rockland.
Rockport and Camden. State what you ltavo
and price in first letter. D. E. FLETCHER,
Ctr. Lincolnville.
130*141
WANTED TO
ing. small farm
terms. Address
Street. Gardner,

WANTED—Experienced stenographer desires
position in Rockland. Address, FLORENCE)
AYERS, Camden, Me.
138*144
WANTED—Middle aged woman to work In
family of three. Call 427M. RICHARD F.
SMITH, Ingraham's Hill.
137-tf
WANTED—85 nbagcj cats and kRtenn, bam
and female. Highest prices paid.
JOHN S
HANI.ETT, Rockville. Me. TeL 351-14.
l«f

For Sale
FOR SALE—One work burst;, weight 14 VO,
age 6 years, sound and clever. One Jersey
cow, eight years old. due to calf iu May;
milks at present about six quarts. ‘Good
trades. CHARLES HILIN, Tel. 263-32, Rock
land.
141-143

140-141

In the Standstill Class

FOR SALE—A double horse sled. For par
ticulars apply to PERCY WHITTINGTON.
Vlnalhaven. Me.
141*146

FOX SCARFS POPULAR

FOR SALE-Oval Show Case—four feet
long; second hand Parlor Stove. MARY K.
LONG. New County Road, Rockland.
141tf
FOR SALE -Dry hard fitted wood, $14 &
cord, delivered. W. L. OXTON, West Rock
port.
141*143

FOR SALE—Birch Edgings tor kindling coal.
$2.00 per foot (fitted) ; ’<* cord $7; dry soft
wood per foot $1.50 (fitted) ; % cord $5 50.
Free delivery
SOUTH END WOOD YARD,
C. P PRESCOTT, Manager. Tel. 462-J.
140*142
FOR SALE—Two Cows, and 100 Sheep and
lambs. It’s not for lack of hay we sell, but
because they annoy our neighbors. Sorry as
the wool helps pay our taxes and educate the
children. E. W. CRIE, Crlehaven, Maine.
140*142

FOR SALE—1919 delivery Dodge (curing
cars, new top. seat covers, 33x4 oversize tires,
$475. DR. W. II. SANBORN_______ 139tf
FOR SALE- Used Buick 5-passeifcer touring ear; 6 cylinders; lately overhauled.
Terms of W. W. HARRISON at Flye’s Garage.
139*141
FOR SALE—1921 Dort Touring Car, driven
less than 4,000 miles. T. R. SWEETL-4ND at
Weymouth’s
137*142
FOR SALE—Two Reg Trucks, one nearly
new. slightly used, also a Ford truck. All good
trades.
Or will exchange for anything of
eiiual value. H. H. STOVER & CO,

137-142

FOR SALE—Two lioehtn System Clarinets
low tilteli A and B fiat, t" keys, 7 rings J R.
KITTREDGE. 3110 Main Street
136-147
FOR SALE—Another 1920 Ford Touring Car
in goad shape; also 1 double runner pung. 2
sleighs and a single runner pung at bargain.
1’ L HAVENER,, phone 226-M or 695-5. 129tf

Mary had a little lamb, but that was
In the distant past. Now she has a
tittle fox—for everywhere that Fash
ion goes the fox is sure to go. Fox
scarfs have proved themselves the
most beloved of furs, and they are uni
versally worn. There is a consider
able range of color In them and a very
treat range of prices. In any case,
the fur is soft, silky and becoming.
8aturn Not So Largo a« Jupiter.

The planet Saturn Is not quite so
large as Jupiter. Its grand array of.
rings and satellites, however, renders
it the most stupendous object in the
solar system. To the naked eye, when
near opposition, it shines as a bright
star of the first magnitude.
A Fair Week.

A man lately kept a ineterolnglcal
diary of his wife's temper. It ran
somewhat ns follows:
"Monday—Rather cloudy; in the af.
temoon, rainy.
“Tuesday — Vaporish;
brightened
op a little towards evening.
"Wednesday — Changeable, gloomy,
Inclined to rain.
“Thursday—High wind, and some
peals of thunder.
"Friday—Fnir In the morning; vari
able till the afternoon; cloudy at
night.
"Saturday—A gentle breeze, hazy;
afternoon, a thick fog, nnd a few flash
es of lightning.
“Sunday-“Tempestuous nnd rainy;
toward evening rather calmer.”—Lon-

lo Let
TO LET -t.’pKtairs tenement at 19 Myrtle
street; flush closet, gas range, electric lights.
Inquire of LILLIAN BICKNELL, Ingraham
Hill. Tel. 347M.
141-143
TO LET - Small tenemeui.
45 Middle Street.

L

F. CHASE.
liOtf

PIPE. FITTINGS ANO VALVES—YVe bare
a large stock from % to 6 inches. It will ray
you to enquire here before buying elsewhere.
LIVINGSTON MFG CO., Lime Street. City.
127 tf

IRON and STEEL—YVe have a large stock of
Norway and Refined Iron, Angle Iron. T Iron,
Tool Steel. Cold Rolled and Machine Steel, etc.,
at reasonable prices. LIVINGSTON MFG. CO ,
Lime Street, City.
*
127tf

STILSON WRENCHES—YVe are aelliog Stilson YVrenches and Repair Parts at new low
prices. LIVINGSTON MFG. CO., Lime Street,
City.
127tf

FOR SALE—Strip of land running from the
town road to Georges rlvee. Beautiful looetlon for summer cottage. Boating, flatting and
bathing facilities.
Inquire MISS EVA K
TORREY. Tenant’s Harbor
SI*U
FOR SALE—Two five passenger
and In perfect running condition.
P. D STARRKTT. Warren, Me

cars, cheap,
Good Una.
DH-tt

FOR SALE—50 high bred R. I Red cockerels;
price $1.50, $3 00, $5 00, $8.00 per bird;
months old. C. E. WARD. South Thomastoz
Me.

t

ra at Northport,
FOR SALE—The Neleon rarra
25 scree and 6 scree of young j
of wood.
Splendid situation 1
home. Address DICKKY-KNOWLTON 00., BelFam. Me
T^tf
FOR SALE—Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Dishes,
Musical
Instruments.
Furniture,
Carpets,
Carpets, Quilts, Stoves, Etc. C. T. BRAGG,
610 Main Street. Rockland.
125tf

Miscellaneous
ANY SMART MAN OR WOMAN ran make
$10 per day easy, selliug shoes. Write for
plan. PARK .SHOE CO., Auburn, Maine.

141*147

PLAIN SEWING
DONE.
Infants' and
children's clot lies a sipdaity. Have a few
hand crocheted yokes for sale. 33 NORTH
MAIN STREET, Upstairs.
141*143

AGENTS WANTED—Everywhere—to seH my
line of guaranteed specialties.
Either sex.
Old or young (if trustworthy). Come across
on the 50-50 commission, or write lor full
particulars BOX 310, Rockland, Me.
141-143
FOR SALE—>$800 secures 75-acre Farm with
crops, horse. 3 cows, implements, vehicles;
cream separator, hay, jiotatocs, etc., included;
farming here brings bountiful living, quick
prosperity: short drive busy R. R town;
good roads; productive, loamy tillage; brook
and spring-watered pasture, woodland: lots
fruit: good 5-room house, spring water; build
ings insured $1,000; substantial barn, poultry
houses
Owner called away, $1500 takes all.
only $860 needed, easy terms Opportunity is
knocking Don’t delay Catalogue free. F. S.
PERKINS Wiscasset, Me
141-It

TO LET -House. 51 Masonic Street. Eight
rooms; electric lights; hath; furnace heat. En
quire GEO; A LAWRY, 55 Masonic Street.
Telephone I78W.
140*142

the street?”
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, atovaa
“It’s when you UC your hat and the ^nd musical Instruments or anything that re
quires a dry, cWtn room. Terms reasonable
lady lifts her nose, »uy son.”
J. R FI.YK. f?) Main fit.. RonklanA
4Stf

The Merchant
** IS

HIKE—With option of buy
in Warren or vicinity. State
RALPH MILLER, 80 School
Mass.
138*1414

WANTED—An ezperietieed man for the gro
cery business. FLINT'S MARKET, 262 Maia
Street.
138-Lf

WHO DOES NOT ADVERTISE

WINTER TERM OPENS JANUARY 3
For further information address
ALFRED S. ADAMS, Bucksport, Maine

alike
Reward DR.
138-144

UNIVERSAL
WASHING
COMPOUND.
Crystal washing marvel. The world’s greatest
cleanser. Washes clothes without rubbing.
Dissolves dirt like magic. Guaranteed not to
injure the most delicate fabric or affect tho
sensitive skin.
An all grituod cleanser
• TO LET--Tenement at 30 Mechanic Street. most
and dirt chaser.
No lye. lime or potash.
Apply to MRS. W S. KENN1STON, 176 So. Nothing can make your clothes whiter; has no
Main Street.
140tf
equal.
Out ranks all others; King of all
Sanitary, used for all household
TO LET—F Ine furnished front room, heated. cleansers.
purpeses. Softens hardes* water. A 25c pkg.
C. E. MORSE. 22 Oak Street.
139-141
Drawing Attention.
does 20 ordinary washings.
Satisfaction
TO LET—Two furnished looms with modern guaranteed or your money refunded. Manu"Her low-cut back caused a sensa- conveniences
—one with privilege of kitchen. fa'tired by C. V. Rl’SS. Box 310, Rockland,
tion in the ballroom.”
MRS. MARY BURKETT, 75 Broad Street. Maine.
111-143
139tf
"It wasn’t cut lower than some oth- TeL 669M.
PALMER ENGINES greatly reduced in
TO LF.T a garage for dry storage. Apifiy price. Send for latest catalogue. PALMER
ers?”
at 10 PLEASANT STREET.
137*tf
BROTHERS, Portland Pier, Portland, Me.
“No, but she forgot to remove a por139-144
TO LET— Furnished rooms, Itli modern, steam
ous plaster site was wearing.”
heat. bath, electric lights, garage.
H. M.
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, Picot Edge Cov
DANE, 30 High St. Tel. 768.
136tf
ered Buttons, Button Holes Accordion, Knife
Side Plaiting, Plain Hemstitching 15c yd,
The Talking Machine.
TO LET—Furnished flat at ’.•« lina ci Si and
silk or thread Included. PHYLLIS E. TOLMAN,
13ltf
North—Has Marjorie any education TeL 163-12.
18 Leland Street. Tel. 270-J.
139*144
along musical lines?
TO LET—Furnished house at 62 Summer
LADIES—Reliable etoefc of heir goodA at Mm
Street
Modern
conveniences
Apply
33
Rockland
Hair
Stnr».
336
Main
flt
Ma11 ***West—I should say so! Name any GROVE STREET, or to A. C. McLOOX, at MciIrw noUcItftrf
HELEN C. RHODES
Ift-tT
record and she can tell yen what’s on Loon’s wharf.
13‘3-tf
WHEN IN BOSTON—Every taaue of Tha
the other side?—Cartoons Magazine.
TO LET- Barn for garage. 68 GRACE ST. Ccurler-Gazette la on aale by the Old South
Tel. 118-R.
132tf
News Co., Washington St. oppoalte foot of
Call around and get a copy of tha
TO LET—Somebody is needing a bouse or School.
Explained.
rooms. Advertise yours in this column and oaper with the homr newt.
“Pa, what’s it mean to be cut on you’ll get an application Immediately.
ft-tf

First Artist—Been doing anything
lately?
Second Artist—I knocked off a cou
ple of girls’ heads last week anil fin
ished off the mayor of Mudinouth.—
Edinburgh Scotsman.

NORTH WARREN

CONFERENCE

tan. Name "Major" on collar.
I’ERLEY DAMON, Rockland.

Raymond C. Stuart of Newport, Me.,
who recently joined the job printing
staff of The Courier-Gazette, was giv
en an early vacation on what seemed
to his employers to be a perfectly good
excuse.
Saturday be returned to
Rockland with a bride—formerly Vinnie Marie Ireland -of Aetna. The cere
mony took place at the bride’s home
Thanksgiving Eve. and was performed
by Rev. George M. Jones. The couple
were attended by Mr. and Mrs. Merton
Jones. The bride’s gown was blue
trieptine. A wedding reception fol
lowed at the bridegroom’s home in
Newport. The couple came directly to
Rockland and are making their home
at 27 Park street.
Mr. Stuart and bride are both grad
uates of the Newport High School, and
have a large circle of friends in that
vicinity as is certain to be the case
here before they have long been resi
dents. Mr. Stuart has been a printer
for seven years, and is a good one The
Courier-Gazette can truthfully add.

jE. B. CROCKETT, 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE

Five yards 36 in. Outing Flannel...........................

LOST Small black leather |toeketl>ouk, on
Main street, in the vicinity of Fullcr-lobbUavis. Leave at THIS OFFICE. Reward.
141

STUART-IRELAND

----i
Knox Pomona Grunge holds its next .
I All our Xmas goods are on display and we invite you
meeting with Seven Tree Grange, '
i
to look them over. We are overflowing with betLakin, Saturday, Dee. 3, and a big'
i
ter and more merchandise than ever before.
meeting is planned. The program to >
be carried out during the lecturer’s :
hour follows:
XMAS DECORATIONS
XMAS DOLLS
Greeting to Patrons, Mrs. Electa
DO NOT CONFUSE ’EM
XMAS TOYS
XMAS BOOKS
Lucas; response. Mrs. Eva Taylor:
XMAS CHINA
XMAS HANDKERCHIEFS
A letter from Director Horatio D.
song service under the direction of
TISSUE PAPER
XMAS BOXES
Mrs. Nancy Ayer: recitation, Mrs. Crie of the Sea and Shore Fisheries
XMAS CARDS
Ada Lucas; tnemottial service for the Commission says that he "feels that
deceased members, prepared by Mrs. the statement in last Friday's Kenne
SHOP EARLY AND GET THE BEST SELECTIONS
Warren Gardner and Mrs. Iteverdy bec Journal to the effect that on the
Carroll: lecture by Miss Myra V. day before lobsters were selling at 8
Parker of Augusta, entitled, "Tile End and 10 cents per pound in Boston was
of the Road,*’ and illustrated with a little misleading, because it conveys
...THOMASTON, MAINE
pictures: question. "Which is more the impression that all lobsters were
141-143
profitable, dairying or beef?” ilis- selling for that price on that date. On
cussed by John Kt al ley. Charles Lu- | the same day Maine lobsters were
cas, Benjamin Jones and L. H. Young: wholesaling for from 25 to 28 cents per
i*
recitation, Mrs. May Jones; music. pound. Do not contuse the good Maine
brother at noonday. A revolver had Miss Mabel Ayer; talk on "Roys’ and product kept in good, clean sea water
CAMDEN
been used. Dr. W. F. Hart, who was Girls’ Clubs.” Ralph C. YYentworth; with lobsters kept in the polluted water
' summoned, notified Medical Examina questions to be answered. “Ought cit surrounding the large cities.”—Kenne
Henry YV. Morse has bought a lot
bec Journal.
| summoned, notified Medical Examiner
of land in Temple Heights from Hat [Crockett, and after details had been pre- izens to vote at a caucus as well as at
the polls?” "Should a good citizen re
tie 11. Oliver of Old Town.
i ion. and after the details had been pre
The Congregational Ladies’ Circle sented to him that official had no lies frain from voting? Why?"; "Should a HOW CAMERA GOT ITS N£ME
will meet in the vestry Wednesday 1! Ration in pronouncing it a case of sui good citizen decline office, and why?” :
"Should a good citizen Word Was Taken From the Latin, and
afternoon.
i cide. Mr. Patterson suffered a ner Walter Ayer;
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet i vous breakdown during the summer shirk
military
service?
Why?"; .
Can Also Be Traced Back to
in the church parlor Wednesday after- jI but was thought to be recovering, Maynard Lucas; “Should a good clti- |
the Creek.
noon.
zen
avoid
service
on
a
jury?
Why?
”
I when he became a victim of melanInspection of Knox Temple. Pythian
E.
E.
Light;
"If
good
men
fail
to
vote.'
1 cholia. The deceased was an insur
“When the camera wm invented, it
Sisters, wil be held this Tuesday even I ance agent. His wife accompanied him what will be the,result?” “If good men
ing. with the District Deputy Grand
decline office what will be the result?"; was thou.>l:t desirable or necessary to
1 to Camden.
Chief in attendance.
Supper will be
"What is the duty of all good citizen? give It a scientific name ami Latin
served at 6.30 o’clock.
respecting framing laws?" James Dor- was eltosvti.
You know, of lottrse,
The Ladies' Guild of St. Thomas
nan; “What is the duty of all good that they made up the word ‘photo
ELLEN LITTLE ARRIVES
Episcopal church will meet in the par
citizens in resjiect to obeying the graph’ out of two Greek wards, ‘phoish rooms Wednesday afternoon. They
laws?"; "What is the duty of all good i tos’ light, anil ‘gr.tp'iio’ which ’.cans
Completing a must tedious voyage
will also hold a cooked food sale at
citizens in respect to enforcing the , to write or ’I write.’ So ‘photography’
of
44
days
from
Turks
Island,
a
run
Burd s Shoe Store Thursday afternoon
laws?" Warren B. Gardner.
at 2 o’clock.
which she would usually make in one
"The Americans Creed," repeated in Is ‘light writing.’ The irstrum.’bt on
Hector Calder of East Boston is the third the time the four-masted schoon concert by the Grange: reading of which this light writing was dalle was
guest of his brother, Findlay H. Calder. er Ellen Little dropped anchor in Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address, Mrs. named ‘camera obscura' or ‘dark
Miss Gretchen Grassow is the guest Portland harbor Friday afternoon. She Eva Taylor.
chnmber.'
‘Chimera’ came into the
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Christian will discharge her cargo of about 1000
Latin from the Greek. In Pie latter
Grassow in Hope.
tons of salt at the sheds of Lord
langang ■ it was ‘kamarn’ and meant
TENANTS HARBOR DAYS
Joseph A. Brewster has returned Brothers. TJte schooner left Turks
a vaulted chamber or a chamber with
from a business trip to Boston.
Island Oct. 12. and shortly after leav
1 an at died roof. The Latins used
Mrs. Emma F. Barker received news ing port ran into a terrific gale during Dear Folks:
The tie that bouttil nte to Tenant’s ‘camera’ for chnmber, meaning a room
last week of the sudden death of her which she lost a number of sails,
brother, the late Mr. Thayer in Belfast. enough remaining, however, to enable Hat bor has bein 'broken. YY'e laid be ' or hall, ai d that was the parent word
]•'. E. Morrow and Walter P. Conley her to crawl into Norfolk Nov. 1.
neath “that low green tent, whose cur of ‘claim! i r’ which came into English
have returned from a visit witli Mr. new suit of sails was sent her from
tain never outward swings,” the inspir- through tne French. The photograph
and Mrs. James C. Conley at York Boston, and after refitting she starte
ers added ‘obscura’ to ‘camera’ mak
Island, also a gunning trip at Isle au out again on the 12th for Portland aton for these articles in The Courier- ing the instrument stand for ‘dork
Haut, where they were joined by and has been 13 days in covering the G&zette.
room’ because light was excluded
Raymond Conley.
Dad is no more. He sleeps his last
distance, having encountered head
Miss Helen Post who came to attend winds and fogs all the way. She put sleep in Seaside Cemetery at the Har front Hie box except when they ad
mitted rays of light through the shut
the Thurlow-Wlld wedding has re into Vineyard Haven to land her mate bor, with his relatives and friends.
ter and lens to fall upon the silvered
turned to her home.
"Such quiet sleep has come to them,
who was quite sick, and was also on
Miss Alice Keene, Ralph Thomas and the shoals for several days, going into V Tile springs amt autumns pass
or sensitized side of the plate, which
Nor do they know if it he snow
Winfield Knight returned to the I', of Provincetown later, and spending
we now make of glass or a gelatinous
Or
daisies
in
the
grass
M. Sunday accompanied by George Thanksgiving Day in Portsmouth har
compound called "film.’”—Montreal
On the stiii breast of peace they rest
Thomas who motored them through.
And they are glad of her."
Family Herald.
bor.
Sherman B. Hall, who took up a civil
For 66 years he went among the
engineer course and was graduated
people at the Harbor, rejoicing with
The Ancient Writere.
from the V. of M. in June, left Satur
them in their joy and mourning with
The excellence of the ancient, writ
day for the Hawaiian Islands where he
them ill their sorrow. To soothe the
ers does not consist in a trick tha.
has a position with the government as
unhappy, compassionate with their
hidraulic engineer.
miseries, was his aim as long as he can be learned, but in a perfect adap
The regular meeting of Keystone
tation of means to ends. The secret
Chapter wil be held Wednesday even
For 50 vears we were (nils in the tru- '
O,e K'pflt Greek and
ing.
est sense of the word. He took me ; Roman authors is that It Is the peraround with him when 1 was young ' fectton of good sense. In the first
ILLNESS CAUSES SUICIDE
and when he became aged I took him place, they never use a word without
around. 1 knew him as probably no a meaning, or n word which adds
RAW FURS and DEER SKINS
Arthur B. Patterson of Providence,
other person did. Among m.v sins of nothing to the meaning; they knew
Bought at Highest Market Prices
who came to Camden a week or so ago.
All shipments of furs are held seven
omission anil eommission the one that what they wanted to say, and their
days and if our valuation is not sat
committed suicide Saturday forenoon
I did not honor my father does not whole purpose was to say it with the
isfactory we return your furs and
by shooting himself at the home of his
appeal- against nt*. His last entry in highest degree of exactness anil com
PAY ALL EXPENSES
brother, 21 Mountain street. Members
his diary, Saturday, Nov. 19. 1921, ends pleteness, and bring it homo to the
PORTLAND RENDERING CO.
of the family were absent at the time,
PORTLAND, MAINE
with his blessing—“God bless my dear mind with the greatest possible clear
and nothing was known of Mr. Pat
boy M.v sineere hope is that we meet
ness and vividness . . . The ancients
terson’s deed until the return of his
again in that Temple above, that house
not made witli hands, eternal in the were concise because of the extreme
pains they took with thair epithets:
heavens."
j almost all modems are prolix because
"In a world where Mil arc equal.
they do not. The great ancients could
We art* hurrying towards it fast
YVe shall meet upon tile Level there.
pxpress a thought so perfectly in a
When die gates of death arc passed.
few words or sentences, that they did
YVe shall stand before the Orient,
And our Master will he there
not need to mid any more.-e-John
To try die blocks we offer
Stuart Mill.
With his own unerring square.

Specials AH This Week—Money Savers

LOST On Main street, Saturday. siutM
brown crocheted liantllqig eontainittg bills
Reward if left at THIS OFFICE.
Bl’lt

L. MARCUS, Odd Fellows Block, School Street, Rockland, Me.

Dora E., willow of Baimbfidge
Pratt, died last Wednesday evening at
East Union
her home, 11!' Limeroik street, after
141-143
an illness of 11 months. She was the
eldest daughter of the late W. O.
Hewett, and is survived by a daugh
POMONA GRANGE ter. Maude A. Pratt: and a son, HarI ry M. Pratt; also two sisters, Mrs.

Program Promises Live Ses-.
sion At Union Next Satur- \

Lost and Found.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

PAYSON & ROBBINS

Cl-J. ■ .............

‘

W. P. STRONG

SATURDAY, DEC. 3

MRS. DORA E. PRATT

EAST MAINE

WATCHMAKER and JEWELER

Christmas and
Holiday Goods

Open Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday evenings un
til Christmas.

PHONE 33-11

GIFTS THAT LAST

Now
Were
$10.50
Mattresses ......................
$ 6.95
Mattresses ......................
12.50
8.50
Mattresses ......................
14.50
9.75
16.00
12.50
Mattresses ......................
$19.50
Silk Floss Mattresses, 100 V« $25.00
All Mattresses have Fancy Heavy Ticks
Comforters ........................
$3.75 up
Blankets ................................................................
$2.95 up
Pillows ................................................................... $2.75
FLOOR COVERING
6x9 Rugs.......................................................................
$5.95
Floor Covering, square yard....................................
59c
(Mail Orders filled promptly)

East Union

ONE CENT SALE

Advertisements in this column not to' excteU
three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each for
one time, 10 cents 3 times. Six words muk«
a line

BEGINS TODAY

PAYSON & ROBBINS

(Mail Orders Filled Promptly)
Your photograph will help solve
the problems of your gift list.
Make the appointment early—to
day is none too soon.

BVEBYBOBYS GOLDIN

SALE ON

BEDDING

|E. B. CROCKETT, 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE

MRS. WILLIAM E. VINAL
Iola W. Vlnul, widow of the late
William E. Vinal of Thomaston,
passed on to rest Thursday morning.
Nov. 17, after a long and painful ill
ness, following a surgical operation.
Her wonderful courage and patience
was a constant remark by all who came
in contact with her. Unconscious that
the end was drawing near she was
making plans daily for the time when
she would recover and return to her
home. To her family and intimate
friends a bit of pathos was added by
i -s fact that the day following her
death was her wedding anniversary.
Coincident with her death also, was
the passing away of her most intimate
friend, Miss Eliza Crawford of Thom
aston: both with the same illness.
Mrs. Vinal was born in Warren
July 14, 1852, the daughter of Eliza P.
(Andrews) and John A. YVyllie. Later
the family moved to Thomaston anil
then to Rockland. At the age of 21
:she was married to William E. Vinal
of Thomaston and made her home
there until her death. She is survived
by one sister, Mrs. Arthur Wardwell:
a nephew. A. Walter Wardwell of
Charlestown. Mass.: and two nieces.
Mrs. Donald Karl of Rockland and
Mrs. Charles Clements of Lowell.
Mass. The funeral was held Sunday
from the family residence in Thomas
ton, Rev. Mr. Short officiating. The
bearers fvere R. E. Dunn, Levi Seavey, Walter Strout and Dr. W. J.
Jameson.

TEN DAY

ANNOUNCEMENT.

Advertising Is the Cultivation Read Our Advertisements
Profit by Them
That Makes Business Grow
1-

The Oideet Plano.
The oldest piano In existence wa«
made by Cristoforl in the year 1720,
and Is still in good condition. But
Its sound Is more like that of a harp
than a piano, for its wires. Instead of
being struck by hammers are plucked
by points of quill or of hard iwthaf. J

Every-Other-Day

Io Social Circles
Is addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this department especial
ly deelres Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall oi
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ..................................................... 77®

Misses Mary Wasgatt, Marion Marsh
and Eleanor Snow proved very suc
cessful An, the role of hostesses Friday
evening when they gave a dancing
party to about 25 couples in the Copper
Kettle Porch. The genuineness of the
young folks enjoyment was very evi
dent to all who looked on, and to those
who beheld the attractive scene in
passing. Marsh's Orchestra furnished
music. Refreshments were served.

Mrs. C. E. Folsom, Mrs. A. W.
King, Mrs. A. W. Foss and Mrs. O.
A. Lawrence entertain with cards and
Christmas tea at 89 Talbot avenue,
Saturday at 2.30 P. M.

E. A. Cummings of Bangor has been
the guest of Capt. E. A. Butler.
Mrs. Susan A. Butler, son Gilford
B. Butler and daughter Louise V. But
ler have closed their South Thomaston
home for the winter and are occupying
the Moffitt residence at the corner of
Broadway and Masonic street.

The Congregational circle will be
held Thursday this week. Members
are requested to go in the morning,
iaking their lunch, and sew in the aft
ernoon .
The American Legion Auxiliary
Sewing Circle meets in the Post rooms
Wednesday afternoon. The commit
tee is requested to take all material
to work on, the members to take or
send anything they have to help carry
on the work; also to take lunch and
their children who will be given a
pleasant afternoon. If you have no
children take some who would care
for a good lunch. "Members, take food
to feed these children; you know how
it was when you were a kid." is the
appeal of Mary S. Haskell, president.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, November 29, 1921.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
DON’T FORGET TO VISIT OUR BARGAIN
BASEMENT DEPARTMENT

A LINE OF READY-TO-WEAR HATS

FROM $3.00 TO $5.00

Walter O. Frost, who has been en
gaged in government inspection work
in Nebraska the past two months, has
arrived home by the way of Chicago
and Washington, where he made in
teresting sightseeing tours.
Mr.
Frost was in the heart of the corn belt,
known as “‘The Grub Basket of the
World," and says that one could drive
almost two days without getting out
of the cornfield. Unfortunately the
crop cannot be harvested to advantage
on account of the excessive freight
rates.
In Washington these days both Great
Britain and Fi ance seem to be discuss
ing on the one side what they call “the
physical and the material” and on the
other ‘‘the moral and the spiritual."
We all sometimes hear this question
argued as to our women around in
these parts as to whether they too are
not more concerned with "the physical
and the material.” But if such scoffers
could have listened to the hearty ap
plause which broke forth sponta-

Serge Dresses..................................... $ 12.50 to $20.00
Silk Dresses....................................... $ 10.00 to $ 1 5.00
Sweaters.............................................. $ 2.00 to $ 3.00
Plaid Skirts ........................ $7.50, $10.00, $12.50
Fur Lined Coats, worth $75........................... $35.00
Plush Coats..................................... $22.50 and $25.00
Three brown Polo Mixture Coats, Coon
Collar, reduced from $35 to...................... $25.00

A real Smyrna Rug at......................................... $3.00

Our prices are reasonable

H. M. SILSBY, Florist
253 Camden St, Rockland

E. B HASTINGS & COMPANY
Forest Mills Union Suits

Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Beverage enter
tain at their home on Chestnut street
this evening in honor of John J. Perry,
who leaves Friday on the first stage of
his long Journey
to
Alexandria,
Egypt.

g

The next event at the Country Club
will be the supper at 6.30 Friday even
ing followed by auction. Ladies and
gentlemen will participate. The com
mittee comprises Mrs. Arthur F.
Lamb, chairman; Mr. and Mrs. W.
H. Rhodes, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Jackson, Miss Charlotte Buftum and
A. F. Lamb.

Miss Mildred Tuttle entertained a
few of her friends at her home on
Limerock street Saturday night. Auc
tion prizes fell to Miss Priscilla Brew
ster of Camden and Walter J. Rich, Jr.
of this city.

was the “Buster” Dorgan of the days
when Mr. Pierce managed the Arcade
Rink. |

The meeting of the Shakespeare So
ciety which was to have taken place
last night, was postponed out of defer
ence to King Winter’s visit.
•t K
MENDEL—WOOD

The following is from Saturday's
New York Times:
"The marriage of Miss Polly Priscilla
Wood, a daughter of Mrs. I. M. Tay
lor of 815 Park avenue, and Kenneth E.
Mendel, a son of the late William H.
Mendel of this city and Mount Ver
non, N. Y., took place yesterday aft
ernoon at St. Bartholomew's church
on Park avenue at Fifteenth street.
The Rev. Dr. Wilford L. Brown offi
ciated. A small reception at the Plaza
followed the ceremony. The couple
leave today for Cuba, and upon their
return from their honeymoon they will
make their home at Hotel Gotham,
New York City.”
The bride is very well known in
Rockland and vicinity, where a con
siderable portion of her more recent
years has been spent. She has al
ways been extremely popular In soci
ety’s younger set. Cards received by
Rockland friends announce that the
couple will be “at home” after Dec. 20.
RUBINSTIN GUEST DAY

Miss Kathryn D. Cooper, who has
been visiting Miss Priscilla Brewster
The Rubinstein Club program as
for the past week, returned yesterday given last Friday afternoon • entenfor her home in Reading, Mass.
tained an assemblage taxing the ca
pacity of Odd Fellows hall, which Mrs.
Mrs. (Dr.) Allyne Peabody of Thom Maude Smith had assisted in making
aston, who was operated upon at attractive with draperies and with
Silsby Hospital last week, Is reported green and flowering plants, kindly
as progressing nicely.
loaned by Glaentzel.
The meeting was opened by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelley B. Crie mo Copping, president, with a few words
tored to Belfast yesterday with their of welcome, followed by the order of
son Hiram, who was returning to vocal and instrumental numbers an
Colby College after spending the nounced by Mrs. Blackington, chair
Thanksgiving recess at home. The man of the day:
party arrived in Belfast in season to Valse Brilliants
Moszkowskl
connect with the train, but Mr. and (2 pianos) Miss Holbrook, Miss Slnghi, Mrs.
Averill.
Mrs.
Sanborn
Mrs. Crie were 4(4 hours making the a. "May Day Mom”
Slater
round trip. They report a heavy b. "Calling Me Home to You"
Dorel
(mezzo) Mrs Short
snowfall up river way.

Wiliam D. Talbot of the W. O.
Hewett Co. leaves today for a week’s
business visit in New York.

Lincoln County News: Mrs. E. W.
Nash and Mrs. Henderson Nash are
going to Boston today. Mrs. Hender
son Nash will Join her brother, David
O. Wade there and go to Sarasota,
Florida, the first of December.
The Methebeeec Club wil meet Fri
day with Miss Caroline Stanley, North
Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Keizer have re
turned from New York, whither they
went on their annual vacation trip. In
Boston they saw the wonderful recepion to Marshal Foch. They have taken
rooms with Mrs. Mary Spear for the
winter.

Miss Winnie Fitch returned Thurs
day from her vacation in Worcester,
Mass. She was accompanied by her
sister, Miss Myra Fitch, who spent
Thanksgiving with her mother Mrs.
Lola Fitch, Warren street. Miss Myra
Fitch returned Saturday to Worcester.
Mass.

Mrs. C. A. Crockett has closed her
home on North Main street and is with
Mr. arid Mrs. A. H. Jones before going
to Portland for the winter.
Anson Shuman of Haverhill, Mass.,
and sister, Nancy Schwartz of Waldo
boro were weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Schwartz. The visit was
of especial interest to Messrs. Shu
man and Schwartz who had not seen
each other before in 38 years.

Mrs. H. B. Fales and Miss Harriet
Silsby gave a luncheon and auction at
the Copper Kettle Friday at 1 o'clock.
Leroy Dorgan, who is employed by
the Chisholm News Agency on the
Portland-Bangor run, was the guest
Thanksgiving Day ot his brother,
Walter Dorgan. When he put the rollers
on at the Arcade he was back 4n fa
miliar territory, for this young man

"Lotus Land"
Cyril Scott
"Danse Xegrei"
Cyril Scott
(piano) Miss Hurd
a. "Tite Danza”
Chadwick
b. “On the Shore”
Neldlinger
(co.itralto) Mrs. Stover
"England, My Mother, to America, My
Sweetheart”
(reading) Mrs. Blackington
Mrs. Averill at the piano
"Vissl d’ Arle,” from '"La Tosca"
rucclnl
(Soprano) Miss Brown
‘"Love, here is My Heart"
Silesu
(contralto) Mrs. Atwood
a ."I Heard a Cry"
Ww. Arms Fisher
b. "A Poor Finish’’
Waller
(soprano) Mrs. Joyce
a. "Begret”
Vanderpool
b. "Just You"
H T Burleigh
c. "Ships that Pass in tile Night”
Stephenson
(contralto) Miss Jones
a. "Life’s Paradise"
Mary Helen Brown
b. “The Rainbow Bridge"
Charles Gilbert Spross
(soprano, Mrs Cushing
"Native Land"
Donizetti, arr. by Rix
((Semi-chorus) Miss Brown, Mrs. Blackington,
Mrs. Joyce. Mrs. Bird, Miss Donahue, Mrs
Marston. Mrs Snow, Mrs 8tover Mrs At
wood; accompanists, Mrs Sanborn, Mrs
^verill. Miss Slnghi, Mrs. Berry, Miss Stahl
a.
b.

Two extra size Heavy Turkish Towels, 46x23. . $1.00

d? 1
V A Four Pillow Slips........................................................

1.00

Ladies Black Hose, 8 pairs....................................

1.00

Flannelette Night Robes............................................

1.00

$1.25 White Petticoats ............................................

1.00

Ladies’ Black Silk Hose............................................

1.00

Black Leatherette Handbags $1.25 Crib Blankets, pink or blue...........................

1.00

ei $1.50 Suit Cases ........................................................
M- A
Six Rolls Batting ........................................................

1.00

$1 25 Dolls ..................................................................

1.00

all sizes

Eunice B. Tolman, a Rockland girl,
in the American Nursing Corps, sta
tioned at Corregidor, P, I., is on leave
and traveling in Japan and China. She
writes from Peking, Oct. 29, that she
is on her way to the Great Wall, and
expects to return to her station via
Canton and Hong Kong.

VISITORS are welcome at the
greenhouses during business hours.

SENSATIONAL BASGAINS lor 3 MTS it

Fuller- Cobb-Davis

KaJloch Class of the First Baptist
Sunday school will meet Wednesday
evening with Mrs. Carl Cassens, Cam
den street to sew. Please take thim
ble, needles, scissors, etc.

Our PINK CHRYSANTHEMUMS
and POM POMS are blossoming in
profusion and we are picking Violets
every day. The season for these
blooms it short. Don’t neglect to
enjoy them while they are at their
best.

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

EVERY ITEM**

Alvah Rogers, who has been spend
ing two weeks in the city, returned to
Lynn, Mass., Saturday.

We are ready now to make thoee
winter
MEMORIAL WREATH3
that you want for the cemetery
about this time of year.

THURSDAY

READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS

neously from tho women of the
Women’s Educational Club Monday j
evening when Rev. Mr. Ratcliff pro
claimed that for himself It was his be
lief that "politics and religion should
mix,” they would have become enlight
ened as to what sort of considerations
engage their most ardent consideration
nowadays. Mrs. Nettie Stewart’s spicy
Miss Madeline Ames, who has been and artistic readings also elicited the
very ill, is convalescing at Knox Hos same sort of admiration and apprecia
pital .
tion.

Arthur B. Richardson, who came
from New York on business for the
Chesebrough Manufacturing Co., of
which he is the London manager, spent
Saturday and Sunday at his Rockland
home. Saturday evening a party was
given in his honor at the home of J.
C. Perry, North Main street. Dinner
was served at 7 o’clock, followed by
progressive auction and music. Mr.
Richardson entertained the company
with a brief glimpse at conditions
across the water. Lloyd George’s pop
ularity and prevailing business de
pression were among the points which
he stressed. It will also interest many
owners of motor cars to know that
gasoline is selling at 60 cents a gallon.
Gracing the center of the dining table
Saturday evening was a miniature
steamship, which found special sig
nificance in the fact that the guest
honor of John J. Perry, son of the
host, are to start on trans-Atlantic
vpyages Saturday,Dec.10,the former on
the Canopic and the latter on the
Helonan.
The miniature steamship
sat on a glass base and was surround
ed by palms. In the offing was a pyr
amid, apropos of a well known feat
ure of the country in which Mr. Perry
is soon to become a temporary resi
dent. Mr. Richardson’s prominence
in local athletics during his residence
in Rockland naturally caused the con
versation to take a decided slant in
that direction Saturday evening, and
many interesting incidents were re
called. Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Fred C. Black, Mr. and Mrs.
E. R. Veazie, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
F. Lamb, Mr. and Mrs. William C.
Bird, Mr. and Mrs. William S. Hea
ley, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Emery, Ar
thur B. Richardson, J. C. Perry, John
J. Perry and Standish Perry.
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Good fleeced lined, high neck
and long sleeves or Dutch neck
and short sleeves.

Ladies’ Silk Hose
2 Pairs
Ipswich,
back.

fast

black,

seamed

Cowhide corners, solid handle,
heavy steel frame. On sale at
9 o'clock Thursday morning;
sold only with other goods.

$1

Gordon Round Ticket, the good
wearing kind, value 35c pair.
Black or brown.

Slightly imperfect, nothing to
hurt the wear.

1.00

Pink and Blue Silk Camisoles................................

1.00

V A Colored White Outing Bloomers, 2 pairs............

1.00

4 pairs Children’s 39c Fine Ribbed Hose, black,

$1

All colors in Silk Poplins.........................................
Val and Torchon Laces, 20 yards........................

Five yards Curtain Scrim.........................................

NEW CARS BELOW COST
For a limited time, at our Salesroom in Bath, we shall offer
for sale a few New Cars, our agency for which has now termi
nated.
These cars are all new and of high grade, three, five and
seven passenger in size, both open and closed. They consist
of Dodge, Reo, Franklin and Peerless and will be offered at
prices less than cost to us. No cars taken in exchange at the
prices at which they will be offered.
Remember, these are all new cars and at the prices at
which they can be bought, present an opportunity to secure a
High Grade Automobile at a very low price. We must move
these cars to make room for new Durant and Nash Cars, soon
to arrive.
Inquire of MR. HARRISON at FLYE’S GARAGE about any
of these cars and the prices at which they can be bought.

n

I.

NU

RUBBERS

SHAW AUTO COMPANY

138*Tues&Satl54

Big Stock
Many Different Makes
Prices Right

Child’s 3 buckle Overshoes $2.00
Misses 3 buckle Overshoes $2.50

Women’s 3 buckle Overshoes $3.50
Men's 4 buckle Overshoes $3.75
Men’s Dress Rubbers, $1.00, $1.25

Felt Shoes and Slippers

Boston Shoe Store
237 Main 8t„ Rookland, Maine

For the Time You Spend at the Wash Tub?
In a great many hbmes housewives have discovered that they have
been doing their family washing at a loss. They find in many cases
that sending out tho washing is costly.
We are making a special price on FAMILY FINISHED WASH
ING for the winter. Tell us what you are paying for your washing all
ironed and ready to use. Get our price and see if it is not more reason
able. We iron everything—starch when necessary—do all the Shirts
and Collars our modern way with modern machinery. Clothes done,
our way have a better finish, wear longer, cost you less. We want to
prove it to you. Send your washing this week; have it all finished—I
if it isn't as good or better than you have been having it done, there will
be no charge (we mean just that) no charge if not as good or better1
than your wash-woman is doing it and at a better price.

DON’T BE WITHOUT
THIS CONVENIENCE

\

Our Travelers’ Checks are a con1

venience that no traveler should

I

be without—they are safe and cashable every
where.

Issued in denominations of $10, $20,

$50, and $100.

Everything back but the dirt—sweet and white.

WE KNOW HOW

PERRY’S
578 MAIN STREET.

EVERYTHING IN FOOTWEAR
AND NEVER UNDERSOLD

BATH, MAINE

141*143

ARE YOU PROPERLY PAID

'

A

During this sale we will make Spe
cial Prices on Coats and Suits.

BUTTERCUPS BLOOMING

R

Rubbers,

Mr

E. B. HASTINGS 6 CO.

FURNITURE

SPECIAL—Women’s

d? 1

6 Yards

1.00

Colored Outing Petticoats, 2 for...........................

Four yards Creton ................................................

of the goods you want
mail. Orders will be
as advertised. Add 6
money order for post

Bleached Cotton

Five yards Percale, best quality.......... *................

$1.50 White Petticoats ............................................

Sport Wool Hose, 1 pair.........................................

and pants to match.

M* A

Envelope Chemise, $1.50 value.............................

Ladies’ and Gents' Umbrellas................................

Black and Colored Petticoats..................................

$1

d? 1

6 Yards
Good firm quality and heavy
fleeced.

1.00
Ladies’ Extra Size Flannelette
1.00
Robes
1.00 Good quality Outing, pink and $1
blue.
1.00
1.00 Milo, New Style and R. & G.
Corsets. I Pair
d* 1
1.00 Pink or white, high or low Mr A
bust, sizes 19 to 30.
1.00
Fine Percale
1.00
6 Yards
$J
1.00
1.00 Ladies’ and Children’s Cotton
Underwear. 2 for d* 1
1.00
Chemise,
Robes, Bloomers, Mr A
1.00 Drawers, and Corset Covers.
Big bargains in this lot.
1.00
3'/2 lbs. Percale for Patchwork
1.00
Qu“f
$1
1.00
1.00
32 in. Gingham
4 Yards
d* 1
1.00
Plaids, even Checks and Plain
A
1.00 Colors.

Ladies’ Robes, lace or hamburg trimmed............

$1

Outing Flannel

36 inches wide, fine quality,
suitable for underwear.

brown, white...........................................................

tell her story concerning that flower.
So come, all you Buttercups
And loyal Daisies, too;
A
keen
and
enthusiastic
contest
is
Old and young exclaim with delight
Let’s boom the League this winter
being
conducted
at
the
Methodist
when they visit Burpee's Toyland. 140
For we need every one of you.
church by the Epworth League. Sun
Have you visited Burpee’s Toyland.
day evening marked the second lap of
It is the attraction this Christmas. 140
thje contest anc^in spite of the wintery
blizzard the Buttercups blossomed
MEN’S
forth in great style, outnumbering the
WOMEN’S
Daisies by 14. The total attendance
epairin
was SO. A most interesting talk was
EFINISHIN
MISSES’
given by Miss Trask and lively sing
ing was heard from the Daisies and
CHILDREN’S
Buttercups.
EUPHOLSTERI
Mr. Beach, captain of the Daisies,
PRE-WAR PRICES
told an interesting story concerning
Will gladly call anywhere with full Una
af (ampins and estimate free.
this flower and why he selected it for
CARL E. FREEMAN
his side. Next Sunday evening Mrs.
Tai. res. 292J
Shop 643 Main St
Chatto, captain of the Buttercups, will
Nearly opp. Blake's Antigua Store

military and low heels .......... 75c

$1

Plaid Ginghams, 6 yards.........................................

Five yards Silkolene ................................................
Ladies’ Fleeced Underwear Ten Huck Towels, guest size..................................
2 Pairs
O1
Dutch neck, elbow sleeve, vest M* A 72x90 Sheets ...............................................................

Make a list
and send by
filled exactly
cents to your
age.

in Plaids

1.00

1 Nine yards Unbleached Cotton, 36 inch............
Mr A Four yards Endurance Cloth..................................
Ladies’ Handkerchiefs
Five yards Outing, 36 inch.....................................
Mull with
or woven

Tie Back Bungalow Aprons

hems.

Fast black and good weight.

12 for

Mr A

sizes

Ladies’ Sateen Bloomers, black and colored, 2 prs.

Children’s Hose
6 Pairs

Plain white Fine
hemstitched hem
borders.

Ticket,

1.00

Chambray Gingham

Huck Towels
8for

Gorden Round
up to 11.

Ladies’ Wool Mixed Sport Hose, 2 pairs............

$1

1

Fast color, pink, blue, laven
der, tan and green.

Boys’ Heavy Ribbed Hose
3 Pairs for
d* 1

Ladies’ Outsize Black Cotton Hose, 3 pairs ....

7 Yards for

8 Yards for

$1

Good size, value $1.50; one to a
customer with other goods; Fri
day morning at 9 oclock.

1.00

Coats Spool Thread, 18 spools................................

Unbleached Cotton
40 in. wide, heavy weight, suitable for sheets, pillow slips and
under garments.

Crochet Bed Spreads

J

Men’s Handkerchiefs ,
20 for
d» j
1.00 Plain white with hemstitched tP X

Ladies’ Medium Weight
Cotton Hose
4 Pairs

1.00

Pink Jersey Bloomers
3 Pairs
J

STEAM
Established 1914

TEL. 650-R

LAUNDRY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

IN BUSINESS OVER SEVEN YEARS

136-137

The Rocklan d National Bank
_______ Rockland, Maine_______
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IN THE GRADES

“THERE’S DEATH IN THE POT*

TALES OF THE SEA

FELT LIKE AN IRON

Depths in Pollock Rip Dredged
BAND AROUND HEAD
Channel, Mass—The United States En
gineers report that they now have to
the northward of dredging buoys A
This Is How Lynchburg, Va.,
Nature could not devise a way to and B a channel approximately 700
feed and repair the body without the , f<et wide, in which the depths range
Woman Declares Her Head
Nicholas Daniello is the new class j production of considerable waste from 24 to 34 feet at mean low water,
matter. But Nature provided for This channel is being widened and
marshal for Grade Seven C.
aches Often Affected Her.
the regular, thorough elimination of deepened on the southern side, adja
* * * *
Grade Two, Tyler, illustrated their such waste. To disregard her in cent to the buoy line.
« . • «
tention is to break a natural law.
Thanksgiving work by an Indian and
Whether you help Nature by wise
On and after April 1, 1922, no can
Everybody will read with interest
or foolish means is left to your own didates for original licenses as masters,
Pilgrim village on the sand table.
judgment. To simply force bowel mates, pilots or engineers will be ex the statement of Miss M. E. Woodford,
* * * *
The Kindergarten children are en movement is unwise, unnatural and amined unless he has completed a 1808 Filmore St., Lynchburg, Va., who
joying their Pilgrim village, which ineffective. You can choose harsh, course of instruction in the principals says:
drastic, violently acting drugs or
they have made for their sand table.
of first aid as approved by the U. S.
“I don’t believe
anybody
ever
cake such without caring what their
•
»
*
•
action or effect is, or you can select Public Health service, ‘according to a suffered from headaches like I did. The
»
The pupils in Grade VI, McLain, are some old time-proven, trial-tested decision of the executive committee of
working on the project: “Why Great remedy, that has been used for 70 supervising inspectors of steam ves pains felt like an iron band was being
Britain has held so important a place | years or more by thousands of people sels, approved by the assistant secre drawn around my head and my tem
ples wouliL throb until I was driven
in the world.”
all over the world, with the result tary of commerce.
* * * *
• • • •
that it has won an enviable reputa
almost distracted. I shudder when I
An epide'mic of collisions has damIn the rapid addition test given in tion as a reliable household remedy
think of those awful headaches. I had
Grade Eight A Monday. Helena Hunt- Take Beecham’s for example. All ! ased light ships and buoys recently,
ley led the lass with Ruth Stevenson the world knows Beecham’s; a good- } necessitating extensive repairs. The no appetite either.
“I owe Tanlac an everlasting debt of
!y part of the world uses Beecham's, Hedge Fence beacon was run into by
a close second.
• « • •
has been using it for years, handing ; he schooner Francis Parsons and will gratitude for entirely ridding me of
Kenneth Overlook of Grade Seven C its use down from father to son, j be temporarily withdrawn. The Vine- those terrible headaches. My stomach
receives honorable mention this week front mother to daughter, for gen- yard Sound ship has just been re has been toned up too, and everything
for his composition entitled, “Why We eration after generation, recommend- j placed, following repairs made neeesing it to others. In spite of such 1 .ary by being rammed by barge Mal- I eat agrees with me now. Tanlac cer
Celebrate Thanksgiving.”
2\tensive and general use, who ever
ern. The bell has been knocked off tainly brought me health and happi
* * * »
teard complaint or criticism of the Pollock Rip bell buoy and the lan- ness.”
The following pupils from Grade Seeehnm’s? That in itself is a
tern on the gas buoy in Pollock Rip
One, Tyler, had correct number papers aowerful recommendation.
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Cor
slue has been dislodged. The mis
for two weeks: Carl Ward, Alice Gay.
Don’t take anything for granted. slue has been dislodged. The mishap ner Drug Store; in Washington by F.
Shirley Barbour, Lyra Cook, Virginia
Reason it out. All druggists sell occurred in thick weather.
L. Ludwig; in North Haven by W. S.
Carver, Harry Gross,’ Sherman Ru
Beecham’s—are glad to sell them.
Hopkins;, in Vinahaven by F. M.
binstein, Lewis Hadley, and Herbert
Beecham’s reputation has been
nade by its users not by its sellers.
NORTH HAVEN
Pendleton.
White; in South Thomaston by L. O
• • • •
Hanley, E. W. Crie, Criehaven and by
A new order, the Self-starters, has I
TAKE
Mr. and Mrs. II. W. Fifield and Mr. the leading druggists in every town.
been formed in Grade *7C. A pupil
and Mrs. L. R. Smith were guests of
may become a member of this order
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Noyes last week.
only by a voluntary recommendation
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Adams spent
SWAN’S ISLAND
by a classmate, and a unanimous vote
Thanksgiving with Mrs. Adams’ par
of the school. The name suggests the
ents at Vinalhaven.
Clarence Smith
Atlantic has ac
qualifications -equired. All "cranks" | U FOR
Mrs. Cushing and daughter have left
^CONSTIPATION*
will be carefully barred from member
for an extended trip to California quired the general store and business
ship.
where they will spend the winter.
of Andrew C. Smith at Mackerel Cove,
• • . •
Mrs. Lizzie Gillis has closed her and after taking stock, will open and
VINALHAVEN
home and will spend the winter in Bev
Grade Six, Purhase street, has com
conduct the store and the grain and
erly, Mass.
pleted some interesting maps of “The ]
Bert Grant and family have left for gasoline business.
British Isles.” Especially fine ones
Installation of the officers of Moses
were drawn by John McInnis, Emery Webster Lodge F. and A. M. will take Florida where they will spend the win
Clifford Staples has purchased the
Trafton, Kathleen Webber, Helen place tonight, Nov. 29. at 8 o’clock. ter.
motorboat and fishing gear of Clareitce
Mrs.
Annie
Thomas
will
spend
the
Moulaison, Vora Nye. Lottie Walters | All masons are cordially invited to be
Smith of Mackerel Cove, and in the
and Edward Stearns. The Thanks present with lady. Installing officer winter with her son in Hyde Park.
spring wil join the flleet at Joyce’s
Mr.
Waltz,
the
High
School
Prin

E. Williams: Marshal. Edgar H.
giving posters have been on exhibition
Beach and engage in the lobster busi
Bradstreet. The program will be: cipal, spent Thanksgiving witlg his ness.
this week.
parents
in
Warren
and
Miss
Greenlaw,
....
March. Arion Orchestra; Prayer, Rev.
Charles Stockbridge has had his mo
II. II. Seliger; Selection, Mrs. A. B first assistant at the High School, tor boat hauled out on the bank for
The story of the Pilgrims has been
spent
the
holiday
recess
in
Boston.
most* interestingly worked out on the Arey; Selection, Arion Orchestra; In
Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Brown, who have the winter.
sand tables by the members of the stallation of Master; Selection. Ladies been visiting their daughters in Bos
Edgar Trask has had his sloop
1 st, 2d, and 3d grades. Purchase street. Trio; Installation of Senior Warden ton and relatives in Vinalhaven, ar hauled up for the winter at Spurling's
Grade 1 represents the Pilgrims and Piano Solo. Evelyn Arey; Installation rived home Friday afternoon.
dockyard.
their settlement at Plymouth, Grade 2 of Junior Warden; Saxaphone Duet
During last Saturday's snow storm,
Members of the Pythian Sisters do
Messrs.
Kittredge
and
Grindle;
Install

the Pilgrims visiting an Indian en
not forget to be present Wednesday while Horace Dunham was underrun
ation
of
other
officers;
Solo,
Mrs.
M
campment and a Colonial scene.
Grand Chief of ning his string of lobster traps, the
Smith; Charge; Selection. Brass vening Nov. 30.
steering gear of his motor boat became
Grade 3 shows the Pilgrims in a Dutch
Quartette; Recitation, Evelyn Man Maine will visit our Temple. There badly disabled when near the sunken
settlement,
will be work and a lunch afterwards.
ion;
Selection.
Arion
Orchestra;
Ben* * •
A dance was given in K. of P. hall ledges and he Was unable to navigate
diction. Rev. C. H. B. Seliger.
Re
Grade Eight C is greatly pleased with
by the High School, proceeds to go to and his plight looked dubious. But
freshments and dancing.
the- new geographies. They add so
Merritt Lenfest returned
Friday the Athletic Association. A verj' en the loyal fishermen at the Beach noted
his non-arrival, and several boats
much to the study of South America rom Thomaston.
joyable time was had.
that the class is entirely willing to
Mahiwijeno Club met with Mrs. .vent out in search of his, and towed
T. E. Libby returned from Boston
him in to the moorings shortly before
take long lessons in order to make up Wednesday.
Parker Stone last Monday evening.
for the lost time when they had only
A good old Thanksgiving Day with dark.
Mrs. O. V. Drew, daughter Cleo and
On Monday the two-masted schoon
one book and one map for the 40 nother Mrs. Frank Colson returned snow. In the forenoon before the
members. This grade has also com
storm began, the children had a little er, Hattie Loring of Belfast arrived in
aturday from Rockland.
pleted reading the “Merchant of VenA telephone has recently been in- skating which they always look for on Mackerel Cove with a cargo of pressed
1-e" which proved intensely interest staled in E. C. Macintosh’s grocery Thanksgiving Day. There were sev hay for the farmers of Atlantic.
eral family gatherings and in the even
Wells on the island have filled up
ing.
3tore.
. • . •
and some are Tunning over but the
The lobstermen are busy taking up ing the Grange had a supper.
The pupils of the Sixth Grade, Tyler heir traps, the price of lobsters is se
quality of the water is not yet very
building, are attempting by a poster,
good.
eatly reduced.
MONHEGAN
Forrest Staplbs received his third
to represent Plymouth, as it appeared
Mr. 4ind Mrs. J. O. Brown of North
degree in Odd Fellowship on Monday
shortly after the Pilgrims made their Haven are guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. O.
Capt. and Mrs. I. E. Gray have re evening.
landing in 1G20. The attendance in
arver.
The Ladies’ Aid met this week at
The public schools reopened Monday turned from Castine and are house
Grade Six. Tyler, has been unusually
good the past two weeks, every boy ifti r being closed two weeks for pre keeping in .the apartment of Mrs? the home of Mrs. Edith Staples, a
the Poinciana, in Atlantic.
and girl being present for 10 sessions. vention of scarlet feve r. The leacherF Eleanora Brackett’s home.
An unusually pleasing Thanksgiving
Miss Luella Joyce, who teaches in
The spelling contest has been renewed, irrived Saturday to resume their
ntertainment was given in the school the Rockport schools, is spending the
work.
to last until the close of the term,
Air. anel Mrs. II. W. Fifield and Mr building by the teacher Miss Emma Thanksgiving recess with her parents,
mil Mis. L. R. Smith returned Satur Davis and her pupils Wednesday after Mr. and Mrs. Walter Joyce.
Grades One and Two, Tyler, com day from a visit at North Haven noon. A good number of people were
James Fuller, who is attending High
bined their Thanksgiving programs: where they were guests of Mr. and present and all enjoyed the program. school in Rockland, is spending his
Refreshments were served after the Thanksgiving vacation at, home.
Song, Grade Two, “A Child’s Thanks Mrs. H. M. Noyes.
giving.” poem. Grades One and Two.
Alex Simpson arrived Friday from a program. Miss Davis is a most effi
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Joyce at Old
“Over the River:” exercise, Grade One, hunting trip in the Maine woods, cient teacher and her pupils are happy Harbor had a family reunion at their
and
contented.
We.
especially
the
bringing with him a large deer.
' Story of the First Thanksgivin
Thanksgiving dinner.
Capt. and Mrs. Walter Tolman en- mothers, appreciate her work and are
Lyra Cook. Alice Gay, Shirley Barbour
The present condition of the lobster
glad
to
have
her
with
our
children.
Maryon Kellar, Carl Ward and Lean Lertained Thanksgiving Day when a
business, and the glut in the market
Capt.
E.
H.
Wallace,*
Van
Wallace
der Thomas; poem. Grades One and very pleasant family gathering was
due to the influx of thin-sheled Nov
Two, Bill of Fare, Ada Greene, Faye held at thiir home and the following and Earl Field were in Friendship last Scotia lobsters and the consequent ex
Hodgkins, and Beatrice Mills; poem. ^at down to a nice goose dinner witl week.
tremely low prices prevailing while a
We much regret to hear of the death
ill the fixings: Mr. and Mrs. J. A
Grade Two. “The First Thanksgivin
eal calamity to the fishermen of At
Grade One, "Thanksgiving Peppers;" Pears. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Tolman. Jr. of Mrs. Albert Cook of Friendship, the lantic, is also a serious blow for the
past
week.
Mi's.
Cook
has
a
number
ind
son
Harvey,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harvey
characters, “Polly,” Matilda Leo; ten
fishermen of Minturn and Old Harbor.
T. Tolman. Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Bur of friends on Monhegan, who remem Some of the dealers have stopped buy
little ptppers, Carl Ward, Lewis Had
ber her beautiful Christian character
gess
and
son
Hollis,
Miss
Sophronia
ley, Dorothea York, Elizabeth Moon
and her patience through a life of ing and many of the fishermen are
Ernest Rich, Maryon Kellar, Lyra Tolman, Master Ernest S. Tolman and much suffering. We exend our sincere forced to go out of business and haul
Capt.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Tolman.
Cook, Alice Gay, Lester Black, and
Mrs. J. Arthur Peaoe entertained the sympathy to those who are left to up their boats for the winter.
Leander Thomas.
Capt.
William
Burns reported
East Side Sewing Club Wednesday mourn the loss of this good woman.
* * *• ♦
Capt. Otis Thompson and family Thursday finding a disabled motorvening, refreshments were served.
Freeman L. Roberts, recently ap spent Thanksgiving in Cushing with boat with Brooklin parties in distress,
At Purchase street. Grade Two, Joan
Moulaison and Flora Colson had the pointed postmaster of this town, is a their mother. Mrs. Josephine Shuman. -ast of Gott’s Island. Although his
Hill Dane returned from Rockland own boat was overloaded with lobstermost star papers. In a spelling match man of excellent character and will
traps which he was taking up, and a
in Grade Two,
Purchase street. surely be devoted to the interests of his this week.
severe easterly snowstorm was in
work for L’ncle Sam. Mr. Roberts, was
Helen Delano won, with Violet Har
progress and observation obscured,
representative from Vinalhaven at the /
rington second.
The children
Grade Two, Purchase street, have last Legislature. He was with the SNAKE OFFSPRING OF LIZARD Capt. Burns went to their relief and
with difficulty managed to get a line
finished the Colonial scene on the Bodwell Granite Co. for a great num
to them and towed them in to the
sand table. Grade Six, Purchase ber of years and recently has been em Scientists Go Sack Thousands of
wharf at Black Island. If we had
street, wishes to extend thanks to ployed as steamboat purser, between
Years to Find Out This In
cable connection with the mainland
Minnie Harrington and George Hal here and Rockland. No doubt he will
teresting Information.
we could notify the people at home in
stead for books presented to the enter upon his new duties, with his
Brooklin of the rescue and safety of
usual
ability.
Mr.
Roberts
’
personality
school library.
Tlie snake as we know it toduy is their loved ones who failed to return
and genial manner will most assuredly
bring him success, in his new i>osition. said to be merely the offspring of the home for the Thanksgiving dinner.
Grade Eight, A and B Divisions, en
Mr. and Mrs. George Roberts of I lizard. The family is traced back by
tertained 60 guests at their South Rockland have been in .town the past a certain class of scientists, hundreds
Whence Electric Lamps Come.
American Contest. The following pro week, guests of Capt. and Mrs. E. S.I of thousands of years to a lime when
Roberts and have received a royal I
A litl'c consideration of the ma
gram was given:
one
of
the
st
ui-sea
monsters
crawled
Piano Solo—A Hunting Song
welcome from their many friends. I
terials that enter into the making of
Jeanette Smith, Grade SB Thanksgiving Day.
Mr.
and Mrs. out on the land and elected to stay Innips would be a revelation to the
Guano
Katherine Veazie, Grade HA George Roberts. Capt. and Mrs. E. S. ■ there. Among the species was one
Inrge majority of electric lamp users.
Argentina and Buenos Aires
Avis Blaekington, Grade SB Roberts and Mrs. Susan R. Lane were! with very short legs. As he lumbered California,
Colorado, Nevada and
Original Poem
Wilbur Frohock. Grade SA guests of Miss E. F. Roberts anil Miss I along over the ground he discovered
The Story of Peru
Ethel Smalley. Grade HB Elizabeth Weiderhold at
Bridgeside. J that by flattening his belly to the South Ihikota lead in the production
Yankee Curlostiy
Ruth Stevenson, Grade HA
Saturday a dinner party was given Mr. ground and working his ribs that the of tungsten ore. the important materi
Semi-Chorus—In Old .Madrid
al of which the filament of the mod
Grades SA and SB and Mrs. George Roberts by Mr. and
leverage thus gained helped him alon
Nature's Children Along the Amazon
Mrs. (’aIvin B. Vinal at their home on
ern electric lamp Is made.
Lawrence Barbour, Grade SA
faster,
lie
came
to
depend
more
and
When in town this
First, there is the filament of tung
Travels in Bolivia
Alberta Knight, Grade HA School street.
smart jolly couple. Uncle George and , more upon this method of movement sten, then llie glass hull) Into which
Shipwrecked on the Amazon
Henry Pay, Grade HB Aunt Olivia, are always hospitably en j and nature took its usual course in
enter silica, soda, nitre from Chile,
Music of tlie Inca Indians
eliminating organs or limbs not In
Martha Wasgatt and Arthur Orne, Grade HA tertained.
potash, manganese from Russia, ar
use.
The
low
lizard
lost
Ils
legs
and
Argentinan Characterist ics
senic. borax, feldspar, lend, aluminum,
Nellie Snow, Grade SA
became a crawler. As the centuries
Curious Products of South America
cryolite from Greenland, cobalt from
| pussed natural selection left these
Oliver Rollins, Grade HA
Canada. The base of the lamp Is
i with long bodies, as they could move
The accompaniment for the semi
made of copper and zinc from Utah
chorus was played by Nathalie Rob
i faster than the ones with tlie short
and Missouri, while the basing cement
bins. Irma Gamache, Vera Studley,
Cod-liver oil is the
bodies and therefore the breeding Is a mixture- of marble dust from
CharleR Coughlin and Arthur Ofne
I soon became a matter of length, unlit
best thing in the
Vermont, whiting from Ohio, shellac
served as ushers. After the debate
I the snake as we know It today result from India and pine resin front
world for rickets.
between the two divisions on the
ed. Which contention may or may
products of North and South America
not he well found-d
both classes will begin their work on
Fine for Neuralgia
Asia.
Evil in Deception.
contains richest cod-liver
Musterole insures quick relief from
Lying, a term in which we Include
oil, abundant in the vitaneuralgia. When those sharp pains go
deception of every kind. Is the root
mines that every rickety
shooting through your head, just rub a
of more evil in the world than the
child needs.
little of this clean, white ointment on
love
of
money
ever
was,
though
the
Player
your temples and neck.
AT ALL DRUG STORES
latter
is
responsible
for
enough,
in
all
PRICE. $1.20 and BOc.
Piano Rolls
Musterole is made with oil of mus
conscience, and the two evils work
Scott &. Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.
tard, but will not burn and blister like
handily together.
If frank honesty
-----------ALSO MAKERS OF----------the old-fashioned mustard plaster.
were the? rule of the world, boys,
Get Musterole at your drug store.
REDUCED
grown into men. would sin occasion 35 & 65c in jars & tubes; hospital size, $3.
ally. hut not frequently or continu
BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER
ously, as many nf us do now. Decep
(Tablets or Granules)
everything
tion
is
the
great
protector
of
crime,
^INDIGESTION
V. F. STUDLEY
the great shield of vice. Eliminate it
21-12sk
Headquarter, for
absolutely and you sever the tap roots
Brunswick Phonographs
____________________________________ of profiteering, defrauding of the eraand records
125tf
EMCRAVEO CAROS— Can«: th:i offlee »nd p'.oyer, impurity, hypocrisy in the
exaiuliie »iyl«) If jou alrm-ly bare i pl«t> church, political corruptiolt and wars
oring 11 In and let us print you cards In latest
„
,
...
size, tux luL'hiem-uazsttk.
l-tf i of aggression— Exchange.

The Business Carried On By
the Younger Set In the
City’s Public Schools.

Every-Other-Day
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A Celebrated London Doctor U>ed the Abort
to Empbaiiie the Danger of Overeating.
Worie Than Overeating i> Failure
to Eliminate Watte.

To Get a Wonderful
42-inch Simplex Kroner
for a Down Payment of
Only

IRONER
Extremely
Simple

X70U, too,can do next week’s
X ironing on a SIMPLEX

HE $5:00 payment, made
to either of the dealers
listed below, guarantees de
livery of a 42-inch SIMPLEX
IRONER to your home before
next Ironing Day. The small
payments of $8.00 monthly
thereafter can be provided
from the actual savings in
Help-hire, Time, Fuel, etc.

T

IRONER, by acting quick!
The great $5.00 Down Sale
positively closes Saturday of

this week. The chances are
some of your neighbors have
bought at the extremely low
terms soon to be withdrawn.
Keep abreast of the times
and progress in every way.
Buy a SIMPLEX and end
your ironing problem for
ever. You’ll find a new en
joyment in life and you’ll
wonder how you’ve gotten
along without one so Song.

»»

Abso
lutely
Safe

Come in and see a demon
stration of this wonderful
SIMPLEX. It is the cham
pion labor-saver of the
home. The benefits from its
use are many.

Call at our store to see demonstration or telephone and we shall be
glad to arrange for demonstration in your home.

CENTRA! MAINE POWER COMPANY
AUGUSTA, MAINE

They Fight Wear To a Finish
SN’T that the only kind of
rubber footwear that you
care to consider?

I

If it is, and there cannot be
much doubt about it, let us
tell you how close Goodrich
Rubber Footwear comes to
hitting the mark—60,000live
dealers recommend and sell
the line, and live dealers do
not carry dead stocks or
stocks of doubtful value. In
ten years the users of Good
rich rubber footwear have
increased 2,500%.

These things don’t just hap
pen—they are the result of a
way and a will to dominate
with the onjy factor that
counts in a long run—qual
ity. To buy Goodrich is to
Save and Have.

•:-7: ,

■

.With the
RED LINE

around the top

THE B. F. GOODRICH RUBBER CO.
Akron, Ohio

Brown
Storm
King

RICKETS!

Scott’s Emulsion

Republic Roils

Q. R. S. Rolls

H0ID5

Goodrich
Hipress

Rubber Footwear

